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During the past ten years, Intel has developed
EPROMs to meet the needs of the most demanding
customer systems. The quest for a perfect non-volatile
memory has been led by Intel from ROM to PROM to
EPROM and now, after intense development, to the
E2PROM. The E2PROM technology promises to alter
dramatically the microprocessor systems of today and
offer end users greatly enhanced flexibility and system
cost-effectiveness.

With regard to adding functions and benefits to your
systems, only you can understand the doors that the
2816will open. Intel is committed to the technology of
electrically erasable PROMs and we see it as truly a
revolution in non-volatile memory.

Within this handbook are articles, application notes,
application briefs, and other data which will tell you all
you need to know to design the E2PROM into your
system today.

If you would like further information, contact one of
the Intel Sales Representatives listed in the back or
return the reply card.

The author wishes to acknowledge the following con-
tributors to the 2816 development and introduction:
K. Armstrong, A. Baluni, B.L. Barfield, N. Boruta,
R. Battat, A. Chan, V. Dham, B. Euzent, H. Fung,
G. Gongwer, K. Gudger, W.S. Johnson, L.N. Jordan,
D. Kijanka, P. Mareno, D. Oto, B. Pochowski,
D. Schaedler, B. Shiner, and R. Wood.

Without their limitless perseverance and dedication,
the 2816 would not have been possible.
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Intel Corporation, the leading manufacturer of
microprocessors, semiconductor memories and micro-
computer system components, has just introduced its
first electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory (E2PROM). Designated the 2816, this 16-
kilobit E2PROM is the first of a new breed of memory
that will eventually become the standard storage
medium for microprocessor programs.

Not only is the 2816 non-volatile, fully static and fast
enough to support a high-performance microprocessor,
but it can be reprogrammed electrically in the field,
without removal from in-service equipment. It can
even be reprogrammed remotely, via a radio or tele-
phone link. This flexibility permits design engineers to
realize applications that were either impossible to im-
plement with less-flexible program-store devices, or
prohibitively expensive due to the high cost of
downtime or labor incurred by the user when changing
the program.

TRENDS IN PROGRAM-STORE
PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY

Since their introduction nearly a decade ago,
microprocessors have become smaller, faster and much
more powerful. Each new generation has been accom-
panied by a new class of program-store memory
devices with greater flexibility-to make it easier for
the original-equipment manufacturer (OEM) or end
user to change its stored program-and improved
performance-to match the speed of faster
microprocessors.

The first program-store device was the masked read-
only memory (ROM). Masked ROMs are custom
devices programmed by the semiconductor manufac-
turer with instructions specified by the OEM buyer.
Once programmed, they cannot be altered, so that each
program change requires the purchase and manufacture
of a new ROM, which may take months to obtain.
ROMs are inexpensive to buy in large volumes, but they
require a large initial investment by the OEM and a
commitment to large quantities of each program.

Next came the programmable ROM, or PROM.
PROMs can be "burned" by the OEM or end user but
they can be programmed only once; however, they can
be bought in advance and programmed and installed
when needed. PROMs are costlier than ROMs on a

per-unit basis, but they eliminate the risk and wait for
delivery of a new batch of masked ROMs from the
semiconductor manufacturer.

Erasable PROMs, or EPROMs, added considerable
flexibility to the programming step. Like PROMs,
EPROMs can be stocked and programmed by the OEM
or end user, but they can be reprogrammed thousands
of times. This eliminates the need to scrap expensive
parts each time a program change is needed.

With regard to flexibility, the only drawback to
EPROMs is that they must be removed from the equip-
ment to be reprogrammed. EPROMs are erased opti-
cally, through exposure to ultraviolet light, and then
rewritten electrically with the new program.

Despite this inconvenience, EPROMs are today the
most popular program-store memory device. Originally
envisioned as a development tool for designers who
change programs frequently while prototyping and
debugging a system, EPROMs have often been shipped
in production equipment due to their potential value to
the user who may wish to make a program change.

Electrically erasable (E2) PROMs are the ultimate in
program-store flexibility. They can be electrically
reprogrammed by the OEM or end user, but without the
inconvenience, time or expense it takes to remove an
EPROM from equipment, send it to a service facility,
erase and reprogram it and then reinstall it in the field.

The Intel® 2816 requires only the application of a 21-
volt pulse for 10milliseconds to erase or write any byte
of memory. The only hardware needed to interface the
2816 to a microprocessor are a programming pulse
generator and a timer circuit.

Intel's 2816 E2PROM also features an additional degree
of flexibility unmatched by other high-density E2
PROM-type devices: individual byte-erase capability.
To end users, this means that a single line program edit
can be made in 20 milliseconds, or 100 times faster than
it can be done on a bulk-erase part that must be com-
pletely erased and rewritten.

Each new class of program-store memory must have
performance comparable to that of the microprocessor
it serves. Most important is access time, since a micro-
computer system can only operate as fast as its slowest
component. A slow program-store device can reduce
the throughput and efficiency of a microprocessor
which is kept waiting for its instructions.



A recent trend which affects program-store memories is
toward more complex systems, with multiplexed ad-
dress and data lines. Program-store memories must be
able to be precisely controlled by the microprocessor,
to ensure that they do not read instructions onto the bus
when the microprocessor is not expecting them.

The 2816 E2PROM has both the speed and control-
lability required for service in a state-of-the-art micro-
computer system. It has an access time of 250
nanoseconds, which is fast enough to eliminate the
need to insert so-called wait states in a high-
performance microprocessor's program, just to allow
for slow program memory.

The 2816 also features Two-line control, a system-
control function that has become essential in large,
high-speed microcomputer systems. Two-line control
eliminates contentions between addresses and data on
bus lines. The chip has separate output-enable and chip-
enable pins that permit the microprocessor to control
exactly when it is enabled.

In addition, the 2816 comes in a 24-pin package that
conforms to the new industry-standard pinout for high-
density, byte-wide memories recently approved by the
Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC).
By using the 2816 and printed-circuit boards with 28-pin
sockets, system designers can be assured of future
compatibility and interchangeability of microcomputer-
system memory components up to 256 kilobits in
density.

E2PROMs will have a profound impact on microcom-
puter system des~n. As designers learn to fully use
their flexibility, E PROMs' cost per function will fall
dramatically through greater design efficiency.

The semiconductor cost/volume learning curve will
reduce E2PROM prices to parity with EPROMs by the
mid-1980s, when they will replace EPROMs as the stan-
dard program-store medium in microprocessor-based
equipment. In the interim, E2PROMs will be designed
into those applications where their cost is offset by the

functional value their flexibility adds to the end-user
product.

One market segment that will find E2PROMs attractive
immediately is industrial process control. In large
plants with distributed processing stations under con-
trol of a central computer, E2PROMs can improve local
process monitoring and control.

In such configurations, the central computer alters the
E2PROMs' contents remotely when a change in pro-
cess occurs, to optimize local processor operation to
the new conditions. The E2PROMs can also be used as
data store devices to monitor flow rates, value closures
and like information, freeing the central computer for
more important duties.

Another obvious application for E2PROMs today is as
replacements for core memory or fuse-link PROMs in
military equ:r.ment and commercial aircraft. Here, the
cost of an E PROM is more than offset by the alterna-
tive cost of replacing expensive parts each time the
user wishes to change flight coordinates or radio
frequencies.

Point-of-sale (POS) terminals are an ideal application
for E2PROMs, where they function as look-up tables
whose contents-product pricing, for example-do
not change frequently. The central computer can poll
and update the E2PROMs after business hours of the
retail store, to monitor sales volumes and adjust pricing
to inflation.

Another application for E2PROMs is in programmable
robots like those used in automobile manufacturing or
industrial metalworking. Presently, program changes
require replacing the paper or magnetic tape that con-
trols the robot's operation. An alterable, non-volatile
semiconductor memory like the 2816 has distinct ad-
vantages here, especially in light of its superior
reliability in dirty industrial environments. Besides its
ability to be reprogrammed quickly and remotely by a
central computer, an E2PROM can easily pay for itself
by avoiding retooling charges and by preventing fail-
ures that could destroy an expensive piece of material.
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THPM 12.6: A 16Kb Electrically Erasable Nonvolatile Memory

William S. Johnson, George Per/egos, Alan Renninger, Greg Kuhn and T. R. Ranganathf

FLOATING GATE STRUCTURES have been highly successful
as nonvolatile devices because of tht>ir compatibility with silicon
gate processing and their excellent charge retentivity with
applied voltage at opt'rating temperature. The accepted method
of ('rasure in the commercial marketplace is ultra-violet light
(EPROM)' , although proposals have been made to erase electri-
cally by avalanche injection of holcs2, electron lunncling3,4. or a
combination of baths. These methods, howev{'T. have typically
suffered from poor reproducibility and very fast wcaroul during
program/erase cycling.

To realize nonvolatilt' devices which can be erased electrically
with high rTogram/erase endurance, many ha,"c resorted to l\1NOS
structures which are programmed and erased by direct tunneling
through a thin oxide. In this approach, charge is stored in traps
within the nitride dielectric. A major problem with this approach
is that the propertit>s of the nitride/oxide dielectric are difficult
to control and arr advt>rsely affected by normal silicon gatr pro-
cessing. Furthermore, the threshold voltages of these structures
arc vulnerable to disturbance b) rvrll ~mall applird voltages and
data retention is not casily guaranteed for long periods () cars).

The device reported (FLOTOX, for floating gate tunnel oxide)
retains the processing and the retention advantages of floating
gate over MNOS while solving the traditional endurance problem.
This is accomplished by utilizing an oxide less than 200A thick
between a floating poly gate and an N+ region, as shown in

tCurrent Address: Hughes Research, Malibu, CA

*2716.

1 Salsbury. P.J., Morgan, W.L .• Perlegos, G. and Simko. R.T.,
"High Performance MOS EPROMs Using A Stacked Gate Cell".
ISSCC DIGEST OF TECHNICAL PAPERS, p. 186: Feb.. 1977.

2Gosney. W.M.• "OIFMOS - A Floating-Gate Electrically
Erasable Nonvolatile Semiconductor Memory Technology".
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, EO-24. p. 594; May.
1977.

3Gultennan. D.C .• Rimari. I.H., Halvorson, R.O .. McElroy.
D.J. and Chan, W.W., "Electrically Alterable Hot-Electron In-
jection Floating Gate MOS Memory Cell With Series Enhance-
ment". lED.'! Technical Digest, p. 340: Dec .. 1978.

4Harari. E .. Schmitz. L.• Troutman, B. and Wang, S., "A
256-Bit Nonvolatile Static RAM". ISSCC DIGEST OF TECH-
NICAL PAPERS, p. 108; Feb., 1978.

SScheibe. A. and Schulte. H.. "Technology of a New N-
Channel One·Transistor EAROM Cell Called SIMOS". IEEE
Transactions Ort Electron Deuices, ED·24, p. 600: May. 1977.

6 Hagiwara. T,. Kondo, R., Yatusuda. Y., Minami. S. and
Itoh. Y., "A 16Kb Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM".
ISSCC DIGEST OF TECHNICAL PAPERS, p. 50, Feb .. 1979.

7Lenzlinger. M. and Snow. E.H .. "Fowler-Nordheim Tunnel-
ling into Thermally Grown Si02". J. of Applied Physic" 40,
p. 278-283: Jan .• 1969.

Figure l. In FLOTOX both program and erase are accomplished
by tunneling 7 of electrons through the tunnel oxide using
voltages of less than 25V. A typical endurance plot for a single
cell appears in Figure 2. This shows that the threshold window
remains open beyond 100,000 cycles. Also by keeping voltages
low during read, this structure can retain charge over 10 years
under full power, at operating temperatures. There is no refresh
requirement no matter how many read accesses are made.

Thl' FLOTOX cell confi~uration, shown in Figure 3, uses two
devices, a select transistor and a memory transistor. Cell area is
O.85miI2. Clearing of the memory is accomplished by program-
ming evrry devict' in a row. This is done by selecting a row and
raising the program line to VPP, which attracts el('ctrons to the
floating gate. Writing is accomplished by erasin~ se!t'cted bits
within a word. This is done by again selecting a row, but now
the program Iille is held at zero volts while selectrd columns ~o
to VPP. Electrons are thus removed from the floating gates of
the select('d devices.

Figure 4 shows the 16K chip, which is arrang('d as 2K/8b
words. It is packaged with 24 leads with a pinout identical to
the 16K EPRO~!·. The chip is automatically powered down
until selected (CE low). R('ad is accomplished by sdectin~ thc
part and cnabling tht, output buffers (OE low). On the other
hand, 5f"lecting the part and taking VPP to 20V for 1Oms puts
the ('hip in write mode and writt':-. a word. If the incoming data
ar{' all 1 '~. then thr chip automatically goes into clear mode and
clears the addres:;cd word. Thu~, a clear-write St'quencl' requin's
merel) two 10rlb writr~, first all Is. then thr data desired. If
c1l.:'aringof tlw entire ('hip i~desirrd, this can be acromplishrd
,••.ith om' I Orn'i pul~e by applyin{!; VPP to OE as wt'll a:' tht· VPP
pin \\ith the chip selected. This approach allows a wide variet)
of function~ while, maintaining simple control and compl(,tr
EPROM l'ompatibilil,.

FLOTOX ulilizrs a n('\\" high pnformance N-chanrwllwo·
leHI.poly ~ilicon gate t('('hnolof:!;~with chann{'IIt'nglhs of 3.5,11.
Access times for the J6K FLOTOX E2PRO~! arc bdow 200ns
as shown in Figure 5. This allows lISt'of the device with the
newer microproc{'ssors whieh op<'rate in the 5.B\lHz rangt'
without wait ,Iale,. Olher f"atures of the 16K E2pRO'! are
Iish'd in the tablc.



16K E'PROM 16K EPROM

Configuration 2K X 8 2K X8
Package 24 pin 24 pin
Power Supplies

read mode +5 +5
clear/write +5,+20 +5, +25

Write
method tunnel injection hot electron injection
time/word 10ms 50ms

Clear
method tunnel ejection UV light
time/word 10ms
time/chip 10ms 30 min

Access Time 200ns 450ns
Power Dissipation

active 500mW 550mW
standby 100mW 100mW

Data Retention 10 years 10 years
Refresh Requirement None None

TABLE 1
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The electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory, or EE-PROM,will one day be the standard

form of program storage in microprocessor-based
systems. It will follow in the steps of the
ultraviolet-/ight-erasable PROM,for it, too, will become
available in increasingly larger byte-wide arrays and will
in time shore silicon with single-chip microcomputers.

As with the E·PROM,the success of the EE-PROM
described in this article hinges upon the mastery of a
difficult process. The floating-gate avalanche cell, also
pioneered by Intel, is a tricky construction that still eludes
many a memory maker. likewise, the widespread
availability of large EE·PROMsis still years off.

The EE·PROMprocess will be perfected, though,
because the rewards go beyond the elimination of the
expensive quartz window on the E-PROMpackage. The
electrically erasable memory will usher in systems

previously not practical. The microprocessor system
whose programs can be altered remotely, as by phone,
is one example. Another is the system that is immune to
power outages, as it protects its contents in ROM. Perhaps
most important, systems will be able to adjust their own
program memory to environmental changes.

To be sure, there is more than one way to build an
EE·PROM. The metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor
(MNOS)structure has served for years in modest-sized
arrays for TV tuning app/ications,for example. Tnfact,
a year ago Hitachi Ltd. announced a 2-K-by-8-bit MNOS
replacement for the 2716 E·PROM.Compatibility with
the 2716 is the impetus behind the device described in
the following article, but it uses only silicpn and its
derivatives, plus metal. Also, in place of avalanche
injection, which can injure a cell, electrons tunnel to and
from afloating gate. -John G. Posa

16-K EE-PROM relies on tunneling
for byte-erasable program storage

Thin oxide is key to floating-gate tunnel-oxide (Flotox) process
used in 2,048-by-8-bit replacement for UV-light-erasable 2716 E-PROM

o The erasable programmable read-only memory, or
E-PROM, is the workhorse program memory for micro-
processor-based systems. It is able to retain data
for years, and it can be reprogrammed, but to clear out
its contents for new data, ultraviolet light must be made
to stream through its quartz window. This works well for
many applications, but the technique foregoes single-
byte-in favor of bulk-erasure and in-circuit self-
modification schemes.

Electrical erasability is clearly the next step for such
memories, but like ultraviolet erasure a few years back,
it is hard to achieve. In fact, the design of an electrically
erasable read-only memory is paradoxical. In each cell,
charge must somehow be injected into a storage node in
a matter of milliseconds. Once trapped, however, this
charge may have to stay put for years while still allowing
the cell to be read millions of times. Although these
criteria are easily met individually, the combination
makes for a design with conflicting requirements.

These demands are more than met in a new EE-PROM,
which is a fully static, 2-K-by-8-bit, byte- or

chip-erasable nonvolatile memory. At 16,384 bits, this
new design not only meets the goal of high density, but
also has long-term retention, high performance, and no
refreshing requirement, in addition to functional
simplicity unmatched by present nonvolatile memories.
The device need not be removed from a board for
alterations, and performance is consistent with the latest
generation of 16-bit microprocessors such as the 8086.

This achievement required the development of a new
nonvolatile process technology, HMOS-E, as well as a new
cell structure, Flotox, for floating-gate tunnel oxide.

Conflicting requirements

Nonvolatile semiconductor memories generally store
information in the form of electron charge. At cell sizes
achievable today, this charge is represented by a few
million electrons. To store that many electrons in a
10-millisecond program cycle requires an average
current on the order of 10-10 amperes. On the other hand,
if it is essential that less than 10% of this charge leaks
away in 10 years, then a leakage current on the order of
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1. Firat Famoa, now Flotox. The Famos cell (a) found in all
E-PROMs stores charge on the floating gate by avalanche means.
Flotox cell (b), the heart of the EE-PROM, relies on electron tunneling
through thin oxide to charge and discharge the floating gate.

The next memory. The 16-K electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory is
eminently suitable tor microprocessor

program storage. Organized as 2,048 by 8
bits, the EE-PROM allows full-chip or
individual-byte erasure using the same
supply (V,,) as for programming.

10'" A or less must be guaranteed during read or storage
operations. The ratio of these currents, I : 10", represents
a difficult design problem. Few charge-injecting
mechanisms are known that can be turned off reliably
during non program periods for such a ratio.

One structure that has proven capable of meeting such
stringent reliability requirements has done so for many
millions of devices over the last nine years. This is the
floating-gate avalanche-injection MOS (Famos) device
used in the 1702,2708,2716, and 2732 E-PROM families.
In the Famos structure, shown in Fig. Ia, a polysilicon
gate is completely surrounded by silicon dioxide, one of
the best insulators around. This ensures the low leakage
and long-term data retention.

To charge the floating gate, electrons in the
underlying MOS device are excited by high electric fields
in the channel, enabling them to jump the
silicon/silicon-dioxide energy barrier between the
substrate and the thin gate dielectric, Once they
penetrate the gate oxide, the electrons flow easily toward
the floating gate as it was previously capacitively
coupled with a positive bias to attract them,

Because of Famos' proven reliability, the floating-gate
approach was favored for the EE-PROM. The problem, of
course, was to find a way to· discharge the floating gate
electrically. In an E-PROM, this discharge is effected by
exposing the device to ultraviolet light. Electrons absorb
photons from the uv radiation and gain enough energy
to jump the silicon/silicon-dioxide energy barrier in the
reverse direction as they return to the substrate, This
suffices for off-board program rewriting, but the object
of the EE-PROM is to satisfy new applications that
demand numerous alterations of the stored data without
removing the memory from its system environment.
What evolved was the new cell structure called Flotox
(Fig. I b).

In the quest for electrical erasability, many methods
were considered, and several potentially viable solutions
were pursued experimentally, One initially attractive



2. Tunneling. For a thin enough oxide, as shown here. under a field
strength of 10' V/cm, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling predicts that a
certain number of electrons will acquire enough energy to jump the
forbidden gap and make it from the gate to the substrate

approach attempts to harness a parasitic charge-loss
mechanism discovered in the earliest E-PROMS. Referring
again to Fig. 1a, the polysilicon grains on the top surface
of the floating gate tend, under certain processing
conditions, to form sharp points called asperities. The
sharpness of the asperities creates a very high local
electric field between the polysilicon layers, shoving
electrons from the floating gate toward the second level
of polysilicon. This effect is purposely subdued in today's
E-PROMS by controlling oxide growth on top of the
floating gate because this parasitic electron-injection
mechanism would otherwise interfere with proper
E-PROM programming.

It was first thought that asperity injection could be
used to erase the chip. In fact, fully functional,
electrically erasable test devices were produced; but the
phenomenon proved unreproducible and the devices
tended to wear out quickly after repeated program and
erase cycling. After over a year's effort, that approach
was abandoned.

Tunneling solution

The solution turned out to be the one that initially
seemed impossible. After investigating many methods of
producing energetic electrons, it was decided to
approach the problem from a different direction: to pass
low-energy electrons through the oxide. This could be
accomplished through Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, a
well-known mechanism, depicted by the band diagram in
Fig. 2. Basically, when the electric field applied across
an insulator exceeds approximately 10' volts per
centimeter, electrons from the negative electrode (the
polysilicon in Fig. 2) can pass a short distance through
the forbidden gap of the insulator and enter the
conduction band. Upon their arrival there, the electrons

FOWLER·NORDHEIM
TUNNELING CURRENT

V

3. Current characteristic. In Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. current

flow depends·strongly on voltage across the oxide. rising an order of
magnitude for every 0.8 V. Charge retention is adequate so long as
the difference between programming and reading is at least 8.8 v.

flow freely toward the positive electrode.
This posed two fundamental problems. First, it was

commonly believed that silicon dioxide breaks down
catastrophically at about 10' v Icm, and MOS FETs are
normally operated at field strengths 10 times below this.
Second, to induce Fowler-Nordheim tunneling at
reasonable voltages (20 v), the oxide must be less than
200 angstroms thick. Oxide thickness below about
500 A had rarely even been attempted experimentally,
and it was feared that defect densities might prove
prohibitively high. .

To be weighed against these risks, however, were
several advantages. Tunneling in general is a low-energy,
efficient process that eliminates power dissipation.
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling in particular is bilateral and
can be used for charging the gate as well as discharging
it. Finally, the tunnel oxide area could be made very
small, which is of course consistent with the needs of
high-density processing.

With these motivating factors, development was
initiated to grow reliable, low-defect oxides less than 200
A thick. The success of this effort resulted in the
realization of a working cell structure called Flotox.

The Flotox device cross section is pictured in Fig. lb.
It resembles the Famos structure except for the
additional tunnel-oxide region over the drain. With a
voltage V. applied to the top gate and with the drain
voltage Yd at 0 v, the floating gate is capacitively
coupled to a positive potential. Electrons are attracted
through the tunnel oxide to charge the floating gate. On
the other hand, applying a positiVI: potential to the drain
and grounding the gate reverses the process to discharge
the floating gate.

Flotax, then, provides a simple, reproducible means
for both programming and erasing a memory cell. But



4. Good endurance. The endurance of the EE-PROM depends on
the threshold-voltage difterence between the charged and
discharged states. Though repeated cycling degrades thresholds, the
chip should stay within tolerable limits for 10' to 10' cycles.

what about charge retention and refresh considerations
with such a thin oxide? The key to avoiding such
problems is given in Fig. 3, which shows the exceedingly
strong dependence of the tunnel current on the voltage
across the oxide, This is characteristic of
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.

The current in Fig, 3 rises one order of magnitude for
every 0,8-v change in applied voltage. If the II orders of
magnitude requirement is recalled, it is apparent that the
difference between the voltage across the tunnel oxide
during programming and that during read or storage
operations must be in excess of 8.8 v.
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SELECT
TRANSISTOR

+20 V
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This value, including margins for processing
variations, is reasonable, Furthermore, data is not
disrupted during reading or storage so that no refreshing
is required under normal operating or storage conditions.
Extensive experimental testing has verified that data
retention exceeding 10 years at a temperature of 12S·C
is possible,

Another important consideration is the behavior of the
electrically erasable memory cell under repeated
program erase cycling, This is commonly referred to as
endurance. The threshold voltage of a typical Flotox cell,
in both the charged and discharged states, is shown in
Fig. 4 as a function of the number of programming or
erasing cycles. There is some variation in the threshold
voltages with repeated cycling but this remains within
tolerable limits out to very high numbers of cycles-
somewhere between 10' and 10· cycles.

Putting Flotox to work

The Flotox cell is assembled into a memory array
using two transistors per cell as shown in Fig,S, The
Flotox device is the actual storage device, whereas the
upper device, called the select transistor, serves two
purposes. First, when discharged, the Flotox device
exhibits a negative threshold. Without the select
transistor, this could result in sneak paths for current
flow through nonselected memory cells, Secondly, the
select transistor prevents Flotox devices on nonselected
rows from discharging when a column is raised high,

The array must be cleared before information is
entered. This returns all cells to a charged state as shown
schematically in Fig, Sa. To clear the memory all the
select lines and program lines are raised to 20 v while all
the columns are grounded, This forces electrons through
the tunnel oxide to charge the floating gates on all of the

SINGLE
CELL '-x

+20 V

SELECT
LINE

ELECTRONS
ESCAPE

+

ELECTRONS
REMAIN

+
ov
PROGRAM
LINE

5. Working. To clear a Flotox cell, select and program lines are raised to 20 V and columns are grounded (a). To write a byte of data, the
program line is grounded and the columns of the selected byte are raised or lowered according to the data pattern (b).
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selected rows. An advantage of this EE-PROM over
E-PROMS is the availability of both byte- and chip-clear
operations. The byte-clear one is particularly useful for a
memory of this size. When it is initiated, only the select
and program lines of an addressed byte rise to 20 v.

To write a byte of data, the select line for the
addressed byte is raised to 20 V while the program line is
grounded as shown in Fig. 5b. Simultaneously, the
columns of the selected byte arc raised or lowered
according to the incoming data pattern. The bit on the
left in Fig. 5b, for example, has its column at a high
voltage, causing the cell to discharge, whereas the bit on
the right has its column at ground so its cell will
experience no change. Reading is accomplished by
applying a positive bias to the select and program lines of
the current. A cell with a charged gate will remain off in
this condition but a discharged cell will be turned on.

From the outside

In terms of its pinout and control functions, the
EE-PROM has evolved from the 2716 E-PROM. Both arc
housed in 24-pin dual in-line packages, for instance, and
both offer a power-down standby mode. In addition, both
utilize the same powerful two-line control architecture
for optimal compatibility with high-performance
microprocessor systems. Referring to Fig. 6a, it is seen
that both control lines, chip enable (CE) and output
enable (OE), are taken low to initiate a read operation.
The purpose of chip enable is to bring the memory out of
standby to prepare it for addressing and sensing. Until
the output-enable pin is brought low, however, the
outputs remain in the high-impedance state to avoid
system bus contention. In its read mode, the EE-PROM is
functionally identical to the 2716.

A single + 5-v supply is all that is needed for carrying
out a read. For the clear and write functions, an
additional supply (V pp) of 20 V is necessary. The timing
for writing a byte is shown in Fig. 6b. The chip is
powered up by bringing CE low. With address and data
applied, the write operation is initiated with a single
10-ms, 20-v pulse applied to the Vpp pin. During the

ADDRES~ ••••• V_A_L_ID X=
CE \'-- __ ----JI
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6. Timing. The Flotox memory's operating modes are shown fot

reading (a), writing or clearing of bytes (b), and chip clearing (c).

Both writing and erasing require a 10-ms program-voltage pulse. The

read mode is functionally idenfical to that of a 2716 E-PROM.

.write operation, OE is not needed and is held high.
A byte clear is really no more than a write operation.

As indicated in Fig. 6b, a byte is cleared merely by being
written with all Is (high). Thus altering a byte requires
nothing more than two writes to the addressed byte, first
with the data set to all I s and then with the desired data.
This alteration of a single byte takes only 20 ms. In other
nonvolatile memories, changing a single byte requires
that the entire contents be read out into an auxiliary
memory. Then the entire memory is rewritten. This
process not only requires auxiliary memory; for a
2-kilobyte device it takes about one thousand times as
long (20 ms vs 20 seconds).

Chip clear timing is shown in Fig. 6c. The only
difference between byte clear and chip clear is that OE is
raised to 20 v during chip clear. The entire 2 kilobytes
are cleared with a single 10-ms pulse. Addresses and
data are not all involved in a chip-clear operation. D
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Flexibility, non-volatility, and a highly consistent
system architecture - those attributes characterize the
2816 Electrically Erasable PROM. In this application
note the electrical parameters that define the perform-
ance and operation of the device will be discussed. The
concept of EPROM-like read architecture, encompass-
ing high speed and 2-line control is detailed. In addition,
the write! erase access needs some discussion as well. In
the context of this discussion, the device performance,
in its entirety, will be considered. In other application
notes (Ap 102 and Ap 105), the system hardware and
software architectural implications are discussed in
detail.

INTRODUCTION
The 2816 is a 2K x 8 bit PROM that is electrically
erasable. It's contents can be changed in the system
without necessary removal from a board or cabinet.
Along with this dramatic flexibility, the 2816 is non-
volatile, just like the EPROM. The E2 then benefits the
user with EPROM-like data integrity and the additional
capability to alter the memory data in-system. These
two capabilities have never been possible with semicon-
ductor memories. In addition to retaining data like the
EPROM, the 2816 has very fast read access; data can be
obtained from the device in less than 250 ns. This
benefits system designers with high system performance
to allow very competitive product entries.
The inherent flexibility that 2816 technology offers
comes from the ability to alter single bytes of informa-
tion. That is, just like a RAM, one byte of information
can be erased and rewritten. Single-line editing of infor-
mation is now possible. Direct register to memory
transfer can occur without using additional and costly
RAM buffer, which is unlike bulk erasable devices. In
addition, if one wishes to erase the entire device at once,
then a chip erase function is available. With this opera-
tion, all 2048 bytes of data can be returned to Logic I in
10 ms. The entire memory can be erased 300 thousand
times faster than conventional EPROMs.
Because of the capability to write and erase data in-
system, the 2816 architecture is designed to be very con-
sistent. That is, the interface to the conventional
microprocessor is simple and straight forward -
unweildy and costly interface circuits are unnecessary.
In the following paragraphs the read access, erase ac-
cess, and write access modes will be discussed.

READ ACCESS MODE
The 2816 pinout, shown in Figure I, is nearly identical
to that of the 2716 EPROM. In the read mode, there are
3 groups of pins that are relevant: address, data, and
control. The address input pins simply direct informa-
tion within the device to be placed on the data output
pins. When either of the control pins, CE or OE is logic

"I", the data output pins are tri-stated. The combina-
tion of these control pins, called 2-line control,
eliminates bus contention problems commonly en-
countered in microprocessor systems.
Chip enable is used as the primary device selection
mechanism, and typically is obtained from address
decoders. If chip enable alone is used to strobe data
from the device to a common data base, then serious
bus contention problems can result. Bus contention tim-
ing, shown in Figure 2, indicates why bus contention oc-
curs. Basically, when one device on a common data bus
is turned on, its outputs transition to either high or low
levels. When it is deselected, there is a finite time delay
before the output goes high impedance (this delay is a
TDFtime which is specified in the data sheets).
Contention occurs, as shown, when one device is turn-
ing on while another is turning off. The timing overlap
causes the data pins to be illegally driven from two
sources. On any memory device with a single selection
pin, system level bus contention can occur. Intel has
pioneered the solution to bus contention through the use
of the output enable pin. Output enable, as mentioned,
simply strobes the output buffer. When output enable is
connected to the microprocessor RD (read) line, conten-
tion is eliminated because no timing overlap can occur
(as shown in Figure 3). Note that CE (derived from ad-
dresses) occurs far outside the OE signal- no overlap is
thus possible. The two line control architecture of the
2816 therefore eliminates bus contention problems.
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A, A, A,

As As A.

A, A, V"
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A, A, A,.

A, A, CE
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Another important characteristic of the memory access,
is the speed at which the device can respond. In contem-
porary microprocessor systems, when information is re-
quested from memory, addresses emerge from the CPU
and are propagated to the memory. The memory
responds, and sends its information back to the CPU.
This basic cycle, shown in Figure 4, dictates the speed of
the memory. Typically, the system diagram of Figure 5
is common. Delay (both address and data) exists be-
tween the CPU and memory. Any delay means that the
memory must respond faster, to keep the access within
the CPU cycle window. With an 8088 processor in a
large system, given a delay of 100 ns, the memory must
have an access time of 360 ns. With an 8086-2, this
memory must have an access time of around 200 ns.

The access timing for the 2816 is shown in Figure 6. As
shown, it used 2-line control architecture and offers un-
paralleled high speed (250 ns). High performance
designs can now operate at optimum efficiency without
throwing away processor performance that cannot be
used because of slow memories.
The DC voltage needed during the read access is 5 volt
only. The only other pin requiring a voltage input is
Vpp• During read operations, the Vpp pin must be in the
range of 4 to 6 volts. The broad range of this signal is
appropriate because Vpp must be switched to a high
voltage then writing. The specification allows the design
of simple and low cost voltage switches. A dramatic im-
provement in design ease has been made over the 2716,
where Vpp must be connected to the Veepin.

~ ADDRESS ADDRESS -LATCH BUFFER

MICROPROCESSOR - MEMORY
(2816)

'-- DATA DATA -TRANS BUFFER



The information stored in 2816 memory can be erased
or changed through the application of simple electrical
signals. A single, 10 ms, 21 volt pulse is all that is
necessary to change any byte of information. The byte
of data that needs to be altered must first be erased,
then written.
The erase operation occurs automatically when certain
information is presented to the 2816. In most cases, the
byte must be erased prior to a data write. Whenever a
bit within a byte must transition from a Logic 0 to I,
that byte must first be erased. Transitions from l's to
O's can occur without an erase operation. Reasons
behind the necessity for byte erase have been discussed
in AR-118.
Mode selection for the 2816 is shown in Figure 7. The
careful reader will note that the write and erase modes
are basically identical with exception of the data input
pins. When the input pins are all Logic Level "1", an
automatic erase operation occurs. When a data pattern
of ones and zeroes are presented, that data pattern is im-
bedded into the 2816 array. To accomplish byte erase
the 2816 is selected by bringing CE to a logic Low. The
address is provided to the device as well. To erase, a
data input is set to "FF" Hex. The Vpp is then pulsed,
through an exponential, to 21 volts. The timing diagram
for this operation is shown in Figure 8. Note that there
are set-up time requirements for address and Vppto chip
enable. At the completion of the write cycle, there are
hold time requirements from Vppas well. Vppmust rise
through an exponential specified by an RC time con-

stant, and be held for a minimum of 9 ms. Vpp can fall
as quickly as possible, in fact, Vpp should be driven to 4
to 6 volts immediately to allow reading from the device,
after a write. Vpp must rise slowly to 21 volts to allow
low-level cell current flow to minimize cell voltage
potentials. Simple circuitry is needed to provide this
rise, and is explained in AP 102. During the entire erase
cycle the output enable pin is kept at a VIH level. This
makes much sense from a system compatibility stand-
point since OE is an active low signal for read functions,
and when high is inactive for erase/write functions.

In the erase mode CE is brought low. Microprocessor
consistancy is preserved in this case as well because CE
is derived from decoded addresses. The same address
decoding circuitry - and nothing more - can be used
to select the device in either READ or ERASE modes.
This makes the system implementation very simple and
straightforward.

~
CE OJ! v•• INPUTs/

MODE (18) (20) (21) OUTPUTS

READ VIL VIL +4 to +8 DOUl

STANDBY V'H
DON'T +4 to +8 HIQH ZCARE

BYTE ERASE VIL V'H +21 DIN = VIH

BYTE WRITE VIL V'H +21 D'N

CHIP ERASE VIL
+9 to

+21
(11)

+15V DIN = VIH

EJW INHIBIT V'H
DON'T DON'T

HIGH ZCARE CARE



From the standpoint of functionality, the write access
mode is identical to the erase mode. All setup times,
hold times, voltage and timings are the same as used to
erase the device. The only difference in operation is the
data that is presented to the 2816. When a write is to oc-
cur, the data that is to be written is simply supplied to

the device. The Vpp pin is pulsed exactly as before, all
rise times and timings are consistent with the erase
mode.

The timing diagrams for the write mode are shown in
Figure 9. Also noted in that Figure are the actual device
timing parameters.
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In general, the 2816 has been designed to allow simple
and straight forward mode selection and timing. In the
erase/write mode, the control and functional pin
designations reflect an in-system writable architecture.
The design closely approximates RAM architecture to
make system design easy.
The 2816 differs substantially from the 2716 EPROM in
the write mode. The mode select tables for both devices
are shown in Figure 10. In all cases, the 2816's func-
tionality optimizes read and write operations above and
beyond those inherent in the 2716 EPROM. All of the
modes reflect a goal of simple designs in microprocessor
systems.

IMPROVED

~

IMPROVED

zf~ PIN U OE Vpp Vcc INPUTSI
I MODE --- (18) (20) (21) (24) OUTPUTS

V" V" +4 to +6 +5 DOUl 2816READ
2716V" V" +5 +5 DOUlI---

V,H DON'T CARE +4 to +6 +5 HIGH Z 2816
STANDBY

V,H DON'T CARE +5 +5 HIGH Z 2716
-

V" V,H +21 +5 DIN V'H 2816
BYTE ERASE

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2716

BYTE WRITE V" V,H +21. +5 DIN - DIN 2818
(PROGRAM) V,H V" +25 '.'\ +5 D'N DIN 2716-,

HIGH Z 2818E/W (PROGRAM) V,H DON'T c# qE ~R,-, +5
INHIBIT

L VIL V,H DON'T CARE 5 HIGH Z 2716- '----~
IMPROVED

~ ~
IMPROVED IMPROVED

CHIP ERASE ACCESS
In order to erase all 2K bYtes in 10 ms, special signalling
is required. The output enable pin has been multiplexed
for Chip Erase functions. To put the 2816 in that mode,
OE is set in the range of 9 to 15volts. Once engaged, the
chip erase occurs by simply pulsing Vpp and OE in the
same way as the write and erase modes. While a higher
voltage is needed to perform chip erase, virtually no cur-
rent flows into the OE pin. A standard 10 IJA leakage
current is specified over the full voltage range.
The timing diagrams and specifications for this mode
are shown in Figure 11. The careful reader will notice
that all of the signals (with the exception of OE) are
identical to the write/erase access modes.

In the write and erase modes, the Vpp signal must be
held within the 20 to 22 volts operating range. The 21
volt typical voltage is derived from Intel's patented
HMOS-E processing. In the long term this will become a
standard level for program voltages. If greater than the
maximum of 22 volts is applied to the 2816, permanent
and destructive device damage will result. If less than 20
volts is applied, then long term data retention is not
guaranteed. The DC specification for the device is
shown in Figure 12.



LIMITS
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNITS CONDITIONSMIN TYP MAX

V•• WRITE/ERASE 20 21 22 VVOLTAOE

I.p(w) Vpp CURRENT 15 mA fl. VIL(WRITE/ERASE)

VOE ~VOLTAOE 9 15 V 16E-10f.&A(CHIP ERASE)

IpP(l)
V•• CURRENT 5 mA ~:~~INHIBIT

The 2816 has a characteristic ceiling on the number of
erase/write cycles that can be endured. This ceiling ex-
ists because the cell threshold window changes (or
closes) as the device is cycled.
Eventually, the device becomes permanently erased.
Figure 13 shows how the single bit window changes.

CONCLUSION
"- DISCHARGED STATE In this applicatioll. note the concept of 2816 function-

ality has been discussed. Very fast read access, with
powerful control features was detailed. The function-
ality of powerful automatic erase, and write, make the
2816 simple and cost-effective to use. To summarize -
the 2816's features offer unexcelled user benefits. Never
before have EPROM retention features been merged

Figure 13. Single Bit Endurance Window with RAM-like flexibility.
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PROGRAM/ERASE CYCLES

The E2PROM from Intel is specified to handle
20,480,000 erase/write cycles per chip. Each byte can be
cycled up to 10,000 times, and each byte operates in-
dependently of any other. Given a ten year machine life,
each byte can be cycled up to 3 times per day. Figure 14
shows a graph relating product life and maximum
write/erase frequency. In the majority of applications,
less than 3,000 cycles are required.
This makes the 2816 an ideal device for those systems.
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E2 -Electrically Erasable, that's the key to the new
2816. The flexibility of RAM and the non-volatility of
ROM have now been merged to form E2. System de-
signers can now benefit from in-circuit changes to non-
volatile program and data storage. Microprocessor-
based systems can be extended to a higher level of
functionality and performance, while costs associated
with software changes, maintenance and service can be
dramatically reduced. A ROM with RAM-like
flexibility-that's E2.

This application note will discuss the concept of micro-
processor interface to the 2816. Because E2

encompasses both RAM and ROM, the interface con-
cepts are unique. In this note, the control interface will
be discussed specifically (four of which are detailed
here). The concept of Vpp switching, and chip erase
control circuits are also presented. Finally, using multi-
ple 2816's in-system will be shown. In previous applica-
tion notes (AP-l 0 I) the component characteristics were
discussed. Here we will detail the interface of the com-
ponent to the processor.

The specifications of the 2816 have been discussed in
detail in AP-lOI. The most unique characteristic of the
interface with the microprocessor is the concept of the
write access. The read operation is fairly straightfor-
ward in that it does not depart from traditional EPROM
concepts. The read operation is very fast, allowing
compatibility with current and future microprocessors,
benefiting the user with highest possible throughput and
system performance. Because the write cycle time is
not the same as read access, a unique situation exists for
the system designer.

Because the 2816 requires a write time of approximately
10 milliseconds, there is an intrinsic timing difference
between the microprocessor and the memory. If one
applied the 10 millisecond write time to the write cycle
time of the microprocessor, one could execute approx-
imately 50 thousand write cycles in the duration of 10
milliseconds. Additional circuitry is required to prop-
erly interface these timing differences. There are sev-
eral approaches for doing this, several of which will be
discussed.

These approaches can be broken down into two general
categories: bus dependent and bus independent. The
bus independent concept allows the microprocessor to
run at full speed while the 2816 write operation prog-
resses. The microprocessor sends out a write operation
just as usual, except that a control interface continues
the 10ms write cycle independent of the CPU. The
microprocessor is notified at some later time that the
write operation is finished. This can occur either

through interrupt service, or through an I/O polling
operation. Thus, the microprocessor can run indepen-
dently of the E2 controller during the write time.
Appropriately, it is "bus independent." Table 1shows a
partial list of appropriate applications using this con-
troller type.

Table 1. Bus Independent Applications
CRT Terminal Control
Navigation Computers
Industrial Controllers
Telecommunications
Military Computers

The other approach involves dedicating the micropro-
cessor during the E2 write cycle. In this case wait states
are inserted into the memory cycle as the write is pro-
ceeding. The disadvantage of such an approach is that
the microprocessor is inhibited from doing any other
operation during the 10 millisecond write time.

In many applications, however, this can be a suitable
solution to the 2816 control issue. An example is the
case where information is transferred into the E2 on
system power up or power down. During the power
sequencing times, one expects that the system would
not be executing any other instructions, or in fact, doing
anything other than servicing the E2 device. In terms of
hardware, this scheme would be implemented by con-
trolling the microprocessor's ready or wait line while
the write is occurring. This approach offers the advan-
tage of being very simple to implement and does not
require any software overhead in terms of interrupt
service or 110 polling. Additionally, this scheme is ac-
ceptable in many applications where erase/write is only
occasional. Such an interface is termed bus dependent.
Table 2 provides an applications guide for this interface.

Table 2. Bus Dependent Applications
Program Storage
Look-up Tables

Remote Data Collection

We will show that the two distinct control applications
dictate the amount of hardware required to interface the
device to the microprocessor, as well as the efficiency
at which the information transfer occurs. Above all, the
individual application area for the E2 will uniquely de-
termine the kind of control circuitry that is required.

Based on these two distinct areas, we will discuss sev-
eral different recommended interfaces that have been
generated for use with the device. Though these con-
trollers were designed to operate in an 8085/8088/8086
based system, they can be easily adapted to any kind of
microprocessing environment.



There are five controllers at present, four of which are
available for use with the 2816 Demonstration Unit. The
Controller I is a small scale integration implementation
which uses the microprocessor's ready line as a means
of inserting wait states into the memory cycle. It is a
very simple controller application; one that is dedicated
to the microprocessor. For this controller, the micro-
processor is inhibited from operating during the time
that the 2816 is being written to. Figure I is a block
diagram for this control interface.

The Controller II implementation is an interrupt driven
interface, which requires little software overhead. In
this case, the information is sent into the interface while
the microprocessor simply strobes the write line as
normal. The controller then handles all the necessary
latching and generation of signals for the E2 device. At
the completion of the write cycle, the controller signals
the microprocessor with a restart vector to interrupt
service routines. The block diagram for Controller II is
shown in Figure 2.
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DELAY

"'290 nsee
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Figure 2. Controller II Block Diagram

The Controller III design is a more integrated version of
II; it uses an Intel 8155 for controlling, latching, timing,
and other functions. This controller, however, requires
software in order to drive the 8155 and to set up the
proper address/data lines to the 2816 during the write
cycle. See Figure 3 for this block diagram.
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The Controller IV implementation is a more highly inte-
grated version of Ill; it uses an 8155 for writing and
reading of the 2816. It also requires more software for
the necessary initializations. A block diagram is given
in Figure 4. Controllers I through III allow the 2816 to
be read at very high speeds. Controller IV, however,
requires long read times as reading occurs through the
8155 I/O port.

Figure 4. Controller IV Block Diagram

Controller V is an interface using a Bipolar PROM as a
state machine. In this case there are two separate
addresses for the E2 device in the system; each of which
corresponds to a different controller function. The first
address corresponds to reading and writing of the E2,
the second address to chip erasure of the 2816. This
controller is easily applied where a large memory space
is available, as in a 16-bit microprocessing system.



Examining the controller implementations in more de-
tail, we find that the Controller I interface inhibits the
microprocessor from operating during the write time.
This controller is very useful in a~plications where one
is to load information into the E during power up or
power down. In the case of a test system using 2816 to
contain program store, one might want to store the test
code and change it periodically when new devices be-
come available or modifications to present codes are
necessary. In this kind of implementation, the E2 hold-
ing the program store would not be doing anything
during the time that its data is being changed. One sends
in serial information, perhaps from a telephone line, and
alters the device during the time that the machine is not
operating. In this case we are not concerned with the
amount oftime it takes to write the 2816 because we are
totally dedicated to doing so during the machine down
time. Another example would be storing daily totals or
other information into E2 at the end of a service period.
In this case, when the machine is powered down it will
automatically update the 2816 as a data memory. The
amount of time it takes to do this is irrelevant because
the machine is totally dedicated to the task during its
shut down period.

The Controller I implementation discussed here uses
three components in the system, shown in Figure I. The
2816 address and data lines are connected directly onto
the microprocessor bus. The chip enable line for the
2816 is connected directly to the decoded output of a
memory decoder. Output enable control is handled
through the Vpp switch, which is controlled by the 9602
timer and the NOR gate logic. When a write operation
to the 2816 occurs, the following sequence transpires:
Addresses and data are sent into the device just as in
any other memory element. When the decoded address
for the 2816 appears, the 9602 one-shot is triggered.
This triggering of the timer is dependent on the chip
enable of the 2816 and the presence of the microproces-
sor write control signal. When the 9602 timer is
triggered, a full lOmillisecond pulse is timed. This pulse
is applied to the Vpp switch. When the switch receives
the 10millisecond pulse, the Vpp signal is raised to the
21 volt programming level. Also, when triggered the
9602 timer pulls the microprocessor ready line to an

inactive low level. This signals the microprocessor that
the memory element is not ready to relinquish the data
bus, or indeed requires a long write time.

The ready line inhibits the microprocessor from incre-
menting the program counter and causes the processor
to provide stable signals to the 2816 during the lOms
pulse. At the completion of 10ms, the timer disengages
the Vpp switch, stopping the write. It also pulls the
microprocessor ready line to high level. When the ready
line is pulled high, it indicates that the memory element
has completed its cycle and that the microprocessor can
continue execution as it normally would. Because the
2816 requires a transparent clear and write, one has to
send all I's into the device, engage the Vpp switch, and
repeat the sequence for the proper data. The total cycle
time for the write is 20 milliseconds. It takes approxi-
mately 40 seconds in order to write the entire device in
this manner, 20 seconds to erase and 20 seconds to write
on a byte-per-byte basis. However, if one is going to
write the entire block at one time, the chip erase func-
tion of the 2816 would be implemented. Thus, one
would erase the entire chip at once for lOmilliseconds,
and then write the individual data at each byte location.
The total cycle time would be approximately 20 sec-
onds. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram, and Fig-
ure 6 the PC layout for this controller implementation.
Figure 7 provides a system timing diagram.

The components mentioned were chosen for Controller
I more for convenience than for circuit design require-
ments. Conceivably, one could have other devices
operating in the system to provide timing of the lO
millisecond pulse and switching of the Vpp signals. A
programmable timer could exist within the micropro-
cessing environment and could time out the 10
milliseconds more accurately than is possible with the
9602. One of the difficulties with the one-shot is the
inherent variability of the RC time constant used to time
10milliseconds. If the system is to operate over a wide
range of temperatures, it would be necessary to choose
the RC constant so that it is temperature compensated.

The use of this controller presents no software burden
to the CPU. The E2 device is treated as any other
memory element in the system. The reason for this lack
of software requirement is the fact that all the burden is
placed on the system hardware during the write time.
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The Controller II design falls into the second realm of
E2 control. This Controller allows writing of the 2816
independent of the microprocessor system. In this case
the microprocessor is free to do other tasks during the
write time and is interrupted through a restart signal at
an appropriate time. The Controller II interface has
been optimized for system performance. There is little
software burden in writing the device other than inter-
rupt service. Such a bus-independent controller is
useful in applications where real time operation is es-
sential. Applications such as high speed process con-
trol, CRT systems, navigation, and other real time
environments can use such an interface. Generally, any
system implementation that cannot tolerate lOms bus
dependency is an ideal one for use with this control
implementation.

The controller is composed of two main functional seg-
ments. The first consists of latches and buffers, which
provide stable signals to the 2816during the write cycle.
The other section of control is the use ofa timer, a Vpp
switch, and the interrupt service logic required to man-
age all the latching, controlling, and timing functions. In
the read operation the E2 device can be read at very
high speed. This is similar to Controller I, the only
difference being that a 8286 bidirectional data trans-
ceiver is inserted between the data bus and the 2816.
This was necessary in order to isolate the E2 from the
data bus during the write operation. The latching func-
tions for the address and data are provided through Intel
8282 latches. In addition, there is a 9602 timer (as with
Controller I) which provides the 10millisecond pulse. A
similar Vpp switch is used in this implementation. A
block of interrupt service logic, which provides write
complete interrupts and illegal-access interrupts, is

used to signal the microprocessor after the write is
complete. The illegal-access interrupt also notifies the
microprocessor should it attempt to access the device
during the time that the write is in progress. A block of
selection logic causes the latches and the buffers to be
enabled and directed in the proper fashion and also
generates the proper chip enable and output enable
signals for the 2816.

The basic timing of this controller is as follows: When
the microprocessor sends address, data, and control
signals to the interface, it causes the data and addresses
to be latched in the 8282 latches. This also causes the
8286 buffer to be disabled, isolating the 2816 from the
data bus. At the time that the write and chip enable
appear at the select logic block, the timer is engaged.
The timer causes the Vpp switch to pulse the Vpp line,
causing a write, and also engages the interrupt service
logic to an initialized state. When the timer completes
its lOmillisecond time out, it does several things. First,
the timer disengages the Vpp switch, discontinuing the
write. Secondly, the 8286 buffer is enabled and the 8282
latches are set into a state normal for read operation.
When the timer finishes the controller is reinitialized
into a read mode. Finally, the timer signals through the
interrupt service block that a write complete has oc-
curred. Should the microprocessor request access to
the E2 during the long write time, the timer and the
interrupt service block would also signal an illegal ac-
cess. Figure 8 is a schematic diagram, Figure 9 illus-
trates the controller timing relationships. Controller II
implementation optimizes two different characteristics
for the system. It optimizes the read characteristic,
since E2 can be read from at very high speed. Secondly,
it does not require any system software other than
interrupt service to perform a write. The software re-
quired is the transparent erasing and the actual data
write. All of the necessary software functions that are
associated with the Controller III and IV implementa-
tions (which will be discussed) are achieved through
hardware design in Controller II.

Such a controller has applications in systems where real
time data processing is necessary. In this case, the
microprocessor can write to the E2 and then continue
with other tasks as if the device were a high speed
RAM. This controller also requires little software from
the system software bank, making it very useful in
situations where code space is at a premium.

There is little software burden associated with this con-
troller, making it an ideal solution for a system with low
software overhead. All the hardware handles the gener-
ation of the timing pulses and the signaling of the inter-
rupt service at the proper time. Figure lO shows the
printed circuit layouts.
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The Controller III interface has been designed to op-
timize several important characteristics of the 2816. In
addition, it allows real-time microprocessor control
while reducing inherent hardware burdens to the sys-
tem. The Controller III implementation reduces the
hardware overhead of Controller II, while maintaining
interrupt handling through the use of software. Much of
the hardware is reduced by integrating this onto a stan-
dard Intel device; an 8155va port, timer, RAM device.
The 8155 is used to contain the timing and latching
functions previously accomplished with the descrete
devices used in Controller II.

Figure 5 details the block diagram of Controller III. The
characteristics optimized in the Controller III design
are read access speed and real-time processing capabil-
ity. There is an 8155 device that latches the data and
address during the write cycle, multiplexers which
select either 8155 or system bus addressing, and an
interrupt service block. The 8155 takes over most of the
functions previously done with discrete latches and
buffers. The read cycle is composed of sending
addresses into the controller interface through the mul-
tiplexers to the 2816. After the access time delay, data
appears at the 2816 outputs and is routed through a
buffer to the data bus. The read path is very rapid, as
address/data delays only compose the multiplexer and
the buffer delay.

In the write access mode, the 8155 provides stable
signals to the 2816 dUling the 10ms write cycle. In
addition, the 8155 times out the proper write pulse
width, all under software control. The internal timer
within the 8155 not only controls the additional support
circuitry, but the Vpp switch as well. In the write opera-
tion, address and data information is sent to the 8155
through the system bus. The addresses are propagated
through port BO-7 and CO-2. These port outputs are
latched during the entire write cycle and provide a
stable address through the multiplexer to the 2816. The
remaining bits on the ports gate the chip enable, output
enable control functions, as well as multiplexer and
Vpp switch select. The timer output of the 8155 is fed
into interrupt service flip-flops and reinitialization
section.

The write cycle is composed of sending address/data
information to the ports and instructing the 8155 timer
to time out for the full 10ms. During this time the
address data signals remain stable, the Vpp switch is
engaged, and the 2816 is written. At the completion of

this !Oms time, the multiplexers and the buffer are
reinstated to a read mode and the microprocessor is
interrupted. In addition to providing the interrupt on
write complete, the controller interface interrupts the
processor when it illegally requests information from
the E2 during the write cycle. Conceivably, one could
access the E2 during the 10ms write time. The con-
troller disallows this through the use of an illegal access
interrupt structure.

Figure II shows the schematic diagram of this Con-
troller III implementation. The multiplexer elements
are 2 to I multiplexers, which select either the address
bus or the output of the 8155 ports for use in addressing
the 2816. The select line, Pin I, on these multiplexers is
controlled through the additional port on the 8155
through software control. An 8286 bidirectional data
transceiver is used to select either data from Port A, or
data from the data bus. The direction control on the
device is selected in such a fashion that data can only be
driven from the E2 device to the data bus. The buffer is
enabled from a signal in the control logic, depending on
whether a write is in progress. A standard Vpp switch is
employed in Controller III,just as I and II. In addition,
a 7497 is used to reduce the clock cycle frequency
provided to the 8155. In order to time out a full 10
milliseconds, the 8155 clock input must be lengthened
to greater than the 320ns which the processor provides.
Conceivably, a 7474 flip-flop could be used to divide the
signal by a factor of 2, rather than using the 7497.

The cost of the Controller III implementation is some-
what less than a Controller II, because of the reduced
hardware space. The high level of integration allowed
by the 8155 yields a much more cost effective solution.
The major trade-off in reducing the hardware costs and
space is due to increased software burden internal to the
operating system. Approximately 100bytes of software
are needed to drive the 8155 interface in the write mode
and flowchart shown. In addition, there is software
required for handling the interrupt service in the central
processing core.

Installation of such a controller on a printed circuit
board is shown in Figure 12, where the front and back
layouts are shown. The main goal of the 2816 Controller
III interface was to reduce hardware burden in addition
to preserving the fast read access of the 2816. A higher
level of integration was desired to reduce the pin and
component count of the Controller II implementation.
In addition, the use of the 8155 RAM section could play
a considerable role in increasing the functionality of this
controller. The 8155 could contain the information nec-
essary to segment the 2816 memory.
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Data collection is the key with the Controller IV im-
plementation. The interface described here was de-
signed to accommodate those designs in a data-logging
or data-store application mode. The constraints for
such a design are small size, relatively low power, and a
high level of integration. Those constraints that are not
of concern in a data-store application are read access
time, where write time may be critical. An attempt was
made to reduce the hardware burden associated with a
data logging application, while maintaining a relatively
efficient write access interaction. The read access time
is the parameter that has been compromised for this
design. In this case we use an 110 port, timer chip, as
before, to cause latching of the signals for the 2816.
However, the 8155 is utilized for both read and write
operations. To read from the 2816, address/data infor-
mation is sent into the 8155.

Addresses are sent into the 2816 through Port Band C,
data is read back out from Port A. Since the 110 ports on
the 8155 can be configured in either input or output
modes, we can use one set for addresses and the other
set for data. Data is brought back from the 2816 through
the 8155 and placed on the multiplexed address/data
bus. In order to write to the 2816 address, a software
routine is set up which maps into the 8155 port.

Writing is accomplished by sending the address infor-
mation through the address data bus into the 2816
through Ports Band C. The data is sent into Port A and
is held latched while the write is in progress. Port C3
controls the chip enable function. Output enable and
Vpp drive are controlled by peripheral logic circuitry.
To cause a write to the 2816, after the address/data
information is loaded into the ports, the timer is com-
manded to time out. At the completion of the 10ms the
processor is interrupted from the interrupt service
block.

A 7497 divider is employed as the case of Controller III
to reduce the clock input to the 8155device. In addition,
the interrupt service logic maintains the handling of
write complete interrupts and illegal access interrupts.
Should the processor request access to the controller
through the 2816 during the write access, an illegal
access interrupt is generated. At the completion of the
10ms write cycle an interrrupt is also generated causing
the processor to vector to a restart subroutine in the
software bank.

A high level of integration is achieved in this design
because of the lack of discrete hardware control of the
operation. Most of the read and write operations are
controlled through system software. We are able to
achieve a compact hardware design while maintaining
reduced overhead during the 2816 write access. The
trade-off is the the 2816 read access which requires
several instruction cycles to set up the address and
remove the data through the 110 port.

The cost for this implementation is significantly less
than those previously mentioned because of the lack of
hardware and minimal space requirements. Power con-
sumption is relatively low. The trade-off factor is in the
amount of required code space in the central system
core to achieve write and read access from the 2816.
The requirement is approximately 130 bytes, the re-
maining bytes over the Controller III implementation
are needed for the read mode.

Figure 13 shows the schematic diagram of this Con-
troller IV interface. The block diagram for this con-
troller is listed in Figure 4. Figure 14 shows the printed
circuit layouts for both sides of the board.

The Controller IV interface is ideal for applications
where read access time is not critical, but power supply
and space constraints are more important. Remote data
loggers and difficult-to-access data storage systems are
ideal for this design type.
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Due to the "in-system" nature of2816, the concept of
Vpp switching is key to the microprocessor interface.
Now, a high voltage signal must be actively present in
the microprocessing environment. In addition, that
signal is a dynamic one in that it must be pulsed. To
make the switching task more unique, Vpp must be
controlled over a wide temperature range.

To briefly review the Vpp pulse used for writing and
erasing, recall that Vpp is pulsed from 4 to 6 volts,
through an exponential to 21 volts. The exponential
waveshape is specified through an RC time constant
mentioned in the data sheet. On first pass, the switching
circuit shown in Figure 15 could be acceptable. It
provides the RC rise and the switching of Vpp through a
transistor.

However, on closer examination, such a switch is not
acceptable. Let's take a closer look at the circuit fun-
damentals. When the transistor switch is turned on, 24
volts is applied to the resistor which is connected to
Vpp. The RC time constant present at the Vpp pin
causes Vpp to rise through an exponential as needed.

Unfortunately, however, the resistor value must be
relatively large to accommodate the needed RC con-
tant. Therefore, any current that flows through the re-
sistor causes a very significant voltage drop. There are
two extremes that can be examined: The first is the case
where the device draws no current. In this case the
voltage applied to the resistor must be 22 volts. The
other case is where the 2816 draws J5mA. In that ar-
rangement the Vpp voltage at the 2816 must be a
minimum of 20V. Only 2 volts of drop maximum is
allowed across the resistor. If one examines the prob-
lem further, it is next to impossible to pick an RC
combination that will accommodate only a 2 volt drop.
Such a switch is then unacceptable.

These are two switch arrangements that are recom-
mended for use with 2816 that overcome the problems
of the previous design. Figure 16shows a configuration
using an operational amplifier. The op amp used is an
LM358, which is an 8 pin dip, dual op amp device. The
amplifier shown on the left acts as a voltage regulator
with the positive input set as the 21 volt reference. The
other amplifier serves as a voltage follower to provide
proper drive and impedence matching. The 12K resistor
and .05 /LF capacitor in the feedback path sets the
proper RC constant.

·,0

Vpp PIN
OF 2816



The other switch, shown in Figure 17, uses a Darlington
pair to switch Vpp. The resistor capacitor pair at the
base emitter junction provides the proper time constant
to Vpp. The two switches shown accomplish simple and
effective Vpp switch control. They can be used in a
variety of systems to easily solve Vpp switching
problems.

The 2816, in addition to byte erase functionality, can
implement chip erase. All 2048 bytes can be erased in
only 10ms. To accomplish this, however, requires ap-
plication of a high voltage, ultra-low current signal to
the OE pin. When the output enable pin is set into the
range of9-15 volts, and the Vpp pin is pulsed to 21 volts,
the entire chip is erased.

The current required at OE is a JOlLA leakage, so little
power is consumed. The switch shown in Figure 18
accomplishes switching OE to a higher voltage level
when necessary. The chip erase control line can be
derived from a port or other circuitry in the micropro-
cessor system.

Because of the flexibility of E2, the capability to easily
connect multiple devices together is essential. RAM's
can be simply tied together, E2 needs a similar func-
tionality. Figure 19 shows the mode select for the 2816's
write/erase inhibit mode.

~
C'f OE Vpp

MODE (18) (20) (21) OUTPUTS

READ VIL V,L +410 +6 DOU"T

STANDBY .X,· DON'T +410 +'6 HIGHZ
CARE

BYTE ERASE V'L V", +21 o,N~VIH
BYTE WRITE V,L V,. +21 0,.
CHIP ERASE V'L

+9to +21 DIN 0:: VfH+15V

EJW INHIBIT V,. DON'T DON'T HIGH Z
CARE CARE

What this specification shows is that Vpp can be at high
voltage (21V) when the 2816 is deselected. From a
system perspective, Vpp can be bussed to multiple
devices in the system. Any device that is to be written,
can be, simply by TIL level control of CEo

This allows simple and straightforward control of mul-
tiple 2816's in the system. Only one Vpp switch is
needed for the entire memory array, allowing a highly
compact and cost effective design. Figure 20 shows
how simple such an implementation can be.

INTERFACE SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS

As discussed, the various 2816 controllers employ vari-
ous SSI and LSI devices. Each of the implementations
require a varying degree of hardware and software.
With Controller I, no software is necessary. Controller
IV, on the other hand, needs approximately 130 bytes to
handle interface to the 8155 VO port.

The following figures deal with the software drivers for
the various controllers. These are several general sub-
routines that can be integrated in various ways, depend-
ing on the function and performance desired. Table 3
lists the various modules shown in the figures.

Table 3.
Overall Write Subroutine
Controller I Software Driver
Controller II Software Driver
Controller III Software Driver
Controller IV Software Driver
Controller II Chip Erase Routines
Controller III, IV Chip Erase Routines
Controller 110 Poll Routines
Controller Interrupt Driver

Figure 21
Figure 22
Figure 23
Figure 24
Figure 25
Figure 26
Figure 27
Figure 28
Figure 29
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Figure 21 shows the generalized write subroutine for all
controllers. As indicated, data is passed through the
8085 A-register, and addresses passed through the HL-
register pair. The routine first executes an erase, and
then a write operation. The software driver that writes
to the device is called WECYCL.

There is a unique WECYCL routine for each control
interface. The driver for Controller I is a simple parame-
ter pass routine, and a move to memory. This software
is listed in Figure 22. The Controller II subroutine uses
parameter pass, and interrupt initialization and service.
The Controller II driver is listed in Figure 23. The
interrupt service routine is given in Figure 29. In order
to write to Controller III and IV interfaces, the 8155 I/O
device must be initialized. A generalized flow chart for
this operation is shown in Figure 24A. The software
listings are detailed in Figures 24 and 25. Both of these
routines use the same interrupt service as Controller II.
The remaining routines, for chip erase and I/O polling
control, are shown in Figures 27, 28.

All of the interfaces, with the exception of the Con-
troller IV, allow transparent reads of the 2816. Con-
troller IV isolates the E2 from the system bus through
the 8155. A flowchart for Controller IV read opel ations
is detailed in Figure 30.

Based on the previous discussion, it is apparent that the
interface to the 2816 is highly application dependent.
Several interfaces have been presented, each of those
optimized for a different system concern. Each of the
controller implementations requires a different amount
of hardware and software overhead, and provides a
different throughput capability to the host processor.
Each of these controllers is also appropriate for one or
more design types. Controller I for program store areas,
Controller IV for strict data store applications.



Controllers II and III are higher performance, and yet
require a larger amount of hardware and software to
service interrupts and generate 8155 timing controls.
Further application notes will discuss some of the
enhanced controllers, such as the bipolar state machine
controller. All of these controllers are also available for
test in the E2 Demonstrator, which is a highly sophisti-
cated tool for use with the 2816. The demonstrator is
available by contacting a local Intel sales office and can
be used for evaluation and test purposes of the E2

device.

Above all, the interface to the CPU has been realized in
a consistent and appropriate microprocessing architec-
ture, something that has never been possible because of
prior device attributes and technology constraints. The
2816 then adds an appropriate and applicable use of
non-volatile and flexible memory to the current of-
ferings of memory devices. It will prove a useful and
powerful memory supplement and yield application and
system benefits never before possible through consis-
tent, convenient, and simple microprocessor interface.
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PEC~'Cl



LI HE SOURCE STATEiHiT
1 $[',EE:!.H3

['riTA PH~.sEL'
[)HTA F.:ETUPHED.
F:E'jS DESTRr}rIEO

Li:
14
.15
:!.6 REAel

H = [",RTA PERt:'
NOr,!E



LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 tC·EBIXi

~
-J

6 E~\TF:N flEDEL','

~3~:fi)3?E
tfiX·::, C:3

8 CSEG
9

11}

11
12
1~
14
i5
16
17 REAL;
1:::

0022
OOBO

3B
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49 CLRF'PT EQU
~~3 CLRACT ECtU

[tATH PASSEr,:
["18TA RETUPt·iE["l.

HL = f!l";(,RESS OF 2-::i6 L.OCAr E\N TO READ
R " ['flTA REA[,
NONE

HL = A[i[lRESS OF 2816 LOCATION T;) HRITE
A = DfiTA T':I WElTE

OR OFFH (ERASE)
[iATA RETURNED: NONE
REGS DESTRO'iED _ NONE
CAl.LS flEDEL',' % POLL mUTINE OR JNTE~:RUPT DRIVER)

I/O PORTS USED:
PORT 22H «(~TPUT) - Cl1NTAINS BITS USED FOR RESETTING

CONT!;:OLL£t: ItlTERRUPT FLIP/FLOPS
BIT 13 = WRm CO~lF'L RESET (ACTIVE LOW)
BIT 1 = ILL ACCESS RESET (ACTIVE Lm~)

ENNiE (ENC' OF i'lRITE/ERASE C~'CLE> ROUT!NE
IS. CALl.ED B',' INTERF1iPT C'RIVER OR I/O POLL
ROUTINE (I~ECfL'r) TO SHUT DOrIN CONTROLLER.
THIS SUBROUTINE IS PAF~T OF THE DRIVER
PACKAGE ROUTINES INITIATED BY A CALL TO
I,JEC~;::L_

, I/O PORT usm TO CLEAR INTERRUPT FiF- 5
BIT PATTERN TO ACT!\IATE CLEAR FUNCTION



(\1302 F5
0[103 3EI30
0005 0322
0£107 3E83
\}\309 0322
00138 Fl
0[tl)C 77
0000 CD0000 E
130113 C9

.3611 F5
£1012 E5
0131~ ~.E((1

OC113 ['~:22
[101E: 3EFF
~3131[:' i2013AO

53 HECVCL.
54 PUSH PS1~

j-WI A, CLPACT
OUT Ct.RPRT
~1VI A, CL~:INA
OUT CLRPRT
POP PSI~
NOV f'LA
CALL WEDEL'f
RET

; SAVE DATA TO I~RlTE
CLEAR ~IRJTE cornETE AND ILLEGAL ACCESS F/F'S

; RESETORE DATA TO I-JRITE
JUST I~RITE TO ~lEI-lOR~'

; GO TO I/O POLL ROUTINE OR INTERRUPT DRIVER

DATA PASSED.
C,ATH RETURN£[,.
REGS [)ESTRO','E(i:
CALLS

flONE
NONE
NONE
PE(R'r' (

I/O PORTS USE[;.
PORT 22H •.OUTPUT>

BIT I) = I~RITE c:ornETE CLEAR (ACTIVE Lm~)
BIT 1 = ILLEGAL ACCESS CLEAR (ACTIVE LOW)
BIT 5 = CHIP eLR (+12'.,1 TO OE" LIND (ACTIVE HI)

90 CLRCCL Eil!J
9i
92 CCLEAP

?u5H PSH
PuSH H
I-l',n A, CUACT
')UT CLRPRT
:-l-,n A, CL~.cCL

OUT CLRf'RT
wn A- (tFFH
sTR ,:tAI)'30H

HK)I~E (ENC' OF HRITE/ERASE C','ClE) ~:OUTINE
IS CALLEC! 8~' INTERRUPT CoRI'~ER O~: IIO POLL
ROUTINE (\'lEDELY) TO SHUT c,molN CO~HROLlER.
THiS SUBR(HJTINE IS PAF:T OF THE DRIVER
PACKAGE F:OUTINES !1m IATEC' BV A CAlL TO
CCLEAR

DATA TO ()EACT!',,'ATE CLEAR i'lC ~, IA BUT ACTIVATE
OE' = +12',,' FUNCTION FOR CHIP CLEAR

GET BITS TO 0EACTI'y'ATE CLEAR FUNCTION AND
i'JF:!; ON (IE" = +12\1 FUNCTION FOR CHIP CLEAR
OUTPUT TO I/O POP:T
,-IRITE C1fFH TO THE 2:316



002(1 CC'I}(1!}0 E 11}2
0022 2EI32 1((:

1}13250222 104
(11)27 E1 105
.;n:12:3 F1 106
0029 C9 107

CALL
fo1VI
OUT
POF
POP
PET

HE[)ELIT'
A, CU;:{t·iR
CLRPRT
H
PSH

GO TO I/O POLL LOOP OF: WTERRUPT DRIVER
['EACTI'/ATE CHIP (LEAF: FUNCTION

111
112
lE
114
115
116 ENN1E.

.IL~'1PE[' TO 8',' I/O POLL OR INTERF:UPT DRIVER AFTER WRITE COI1PLETE
TO SHUT [,OWl CONTPOLLER.

11:3
119 END

PU8LI C S'''~lE:OLS
(CLEAP C '}1311 ENDHE C 1}'32A

E:<:TEPNAL S~'~180LS
j·jECR',' E 01301}

CCL("iF: C 01311
j,jEC','CL C 1)0132

CLPACT A 60013
fER',' E (1(11,113



AS,'1:,:8 F1CONE SPC t'lW:35
IS1S- I! :,8:3~1/:31)::::5t'lACm ASSEt'lBLEF~, V?,13

LINE SOURCE 5TATH1ENT
1 fCfBUI~
:2

;;
7 PUBLIC HECr'CL .. REArl .• EN£+lE

,:, E~<TRN H~[)EL'r'
10
11
12
E
14

41
42 EEPCf'
4::: DATF'RT
4~ ADPPF:T
45 ':TLPPT
46 W1LI)l.J
4;' TiflHI
48
49 COUNTL
50 COUNTH

EOU 13Al3H
£1~IU OAlH
EOI~' !3A2H
EPU 13fGH
E@J 13R4fl
F'U !3A5H

EOU lxm~
Eeu ~::H

2~:1t~HIGH ORC'ER ACHESS RN[; CONTROLLINES (OUTPUn
E:lTS 3-2, Ae-AiB
BIT ? CE OFt ,)j=SELECT READ,

fiRlTE ENABlE)
8IT 4 t'llJi< CTRL «(1=RER[i,1=I,jRlTE)
BIT 5, VPP CTRL (13=I NACTlVE, l=ACTIVE)

CLEAR INTERRUPT FUP-FLOPS PORT (OUTPun
~IT 13 HRITE COt1PL CLEAR ,ACTIVE LOii)
8IT l' ILLEGAL ACC CLEAF: (ACTIVE Lm.v
BIT 5 CHIP CLEAR f'10DE (ACTIVE HI)

P')!<:T ['IFEnON REGISTER
2::::~6 ['ATp (OUTPUn
2:,:16 ll)l'l OF:r'ER AD[:'RESS (OUTPUn
2'::1t~ ~ I G:1 OPDER AC{iRESS AND CONTROL (OUTPUn
UH 13P[JEi"mu COUNT REGISTER
H!':;~ ORC,H' TI'1ER COUNT REGISTER

LOI'1OP[)ER HtH: COUNT FOF: 113 f'lSEC DELAY
H!J3H ORDER THIER COUNT FOR 10 f'iSEC DELA'y'



1515- I I S880/8835 11flCRO ASSEMBLER, Il:'. ~3 MO[lULE PAGE 2
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEl1ENT

51
52
5~:
54
55
56
57
58

1313007E
0001 C9

~3002 F5
e~XG C5
0004 47
0~3135~£Btl

C'ATA PASSED. HL = A[l[lRESS OF 2816 LOCATION TO READ
['ATA RETURNED. A = DATA REAC'
REGS DESTRO','ED: NONE

59 READ:
6€1 Mall
61 RET
62
63
64
65
66

CfiTA RETURNED.
REGS C'ESTRO'r'ED.
RRl1 REOUI RED
(ALLS.

82
81-
24 eLF-fiCT Ei11J
85 CLRI NA EGiU
86 CLRPRT mu

89 HECVCL.
9€1
91

PUSH PS1~
PUSH 8
MOl.,,' B, A
~lVI A, CLRACT
(M.!T CLRPRT
I1Vi A, CLRINA
OUT CLRPRT
t'W! A,BFH
OUT EEP[of,>
t'10",i A, B
OUT DATPRT
~10",I iH

0(1l}9 3E~E
0Bt1B [;322
130(1(; ?Ei3F
13013F D1A0
13011 78
~31312L'3Rl
13814 7[l

HL = ADDRESS OF 2816 LOCATION TO WRITE
A = DATA TO WRliE

OR I3FFH (ERASE)
~~JNE
NONE
1 B','TE FOR: W1P f!WRESS/CONTROL STORAGE
PECR',' (I/O POLL ROUTINE OR INTERRUPT ['RIVER)

EN[;~lE (END OF I~RITE/ERASE C','CLEi ROUTINE
IS CALLEe' B'y' INTERRUPT C'RIVER OR liO POLL
ROUTINE i}lECR',> TO SHUT DOHN CONTROLLER.
THIS SUBROUTINE IS PART OF THE DRIVER
PACf:AGE ROUTHiES INlTIATE[) 8'" A CALL TO
PEC',.CL

ACTIVE CLEAR WRITE CO~lPL & ILL Ace FUNCTION
, INACTIVE CLEAR 14C ,~, IA FUNCTION

PORT USED TO CLEAF: ILL ACC S, I,IRT eOI'1PL F/F

SAVE (lfiTA TO I~R!TE IN 8-REGlSm:
CLEAR I~RITE COf'lPLETE ANC' ILL ACC FLIP-FLOPS

PUT ALL ::-155 I/O PORTS IN OUTPUT ~l0C0E
, 1).!TPUT TO PORT DIRECTION REGISTER

FETCH (,AiA TO WRITE
OUTPUT TO 2816 DATA LINES
GET LCij,1ORCH: ADDRES



124 CsEG
E5
!:;:6
H7
B8
F'~
H.)
141
142
14~
144
145
146 EriNiE'

3£13'0 F5 147
I3€GED5 148
I3I3:,F 3AI301313 C' 14 9
t1l342 E61F 15.3
13844 ('3A3 151

152

0015 D3A2
0017 7C
131318E6137
13131AF6113
t1l31C ('3A3
13131EF688
t113213D3fC
101(122 47
€u32~: 1E(:0
.31325 D3A4
0027 3£:::?-
13.329 D3A5
1313283ECF
13132DD3A13
.::uj2F 7:3
13\D3 F6213
00~2 L!3tE
01334 3213000
131337C({10'30

13tGA Cl
01338 Fl
0KC C9

11:;2
HE
1134
1135
1(16
1137
1138
1139
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

D 119
E 12(1

121
122
123
f)J

125

127
128 c,sm
1;:'9
130 TElnL. (is
131

SOURCE STATEt'lENT

(UJT AC,F.'PRT
toKlV A, H
ANI 7H
ORI 113H
OUT CiLPRT
OF:I :3H
OUT CiLP~:T
110V 8, A
ri\·' I A, COUNTL
OUT m1l0H
f1VI A, COI.*HH
OUT nt1HI
t'lVI R")CFH
OUT EEPC'R
NOll HJ B
ORI 213H
OUT CTLPRT
sTA TE~lCTL
CALL l·jECoELY

POP 8
POP PSi,j
REi

; OUTPUT TO ADDRESS LINES
GET HIGH ORDER ADDRESS

; CLEAR ALL CONTROL LINES
ACf' ~lUl: 8IT TO SELECT I/O PORTS FOR WRITE
OUTPUT HIGH C@ER ACVRESs AND CC*ITROL LINES

; AW CE ACTIVE BIT
; OUTPUT cmHROL LINES AGAIN
, SAVE HIGH ORDER AC{jf;/CTL LINE DATA

CujTPUT ntH COUNT (LOH ORDER)

, RETRIEVE ADDREss/com.:OL BITS
1 AllO \·'PP ACTIVE 8IT

ACW/ATE VPP
SAVE HIGH ADDRESS/CONTROL BITS FOR AFTER INTR
WAIT FOR ENC, OF HRITE C','CLE BY I/O POLL OR

, INTERRUPT DRIVER ROUTINE
RESTORE REGISTERS

JUNPE(' TO 8'" I/O POLL OR INTERRUPT (·RIVER AFTER HRITE CO~jPLETE
TO SHUT [{IHN CONTROLLER.

PUSH
PUSH
L['A miCiL

lFH
CTLPRT

mKTL (1 RAI'1B'r'T£) COmAINlNG HIGH ORDER
A[i['REsS G 8IT~) ,~:CONTROL BEFORE loIRITE COtlPl.

, GET RWRESs LINES/CONTROL BITS
REf'10\lE ACT!\IE VPP 81T
(iE-ACTIVATE \IPP



ISIS-II S080/8035 I1ACRO ASSEMBLER, \1113 t10WLE PAGE 4

LOC OSJ LI HE SOURCE STATEMENT

0046 F5
0047 110000

13134A18
01348 7R
004C 8}
004[\ C24A0e

OO~OOF1
ee51 E617
00S} r,}A}
0055 E607
e~57 03A1
01359 SE0E
005B ['}AI3

0050 01
005E F1
0135F C9

153
154
155 DELRY.
156
157
158

C 159
1613
161
162
16~
164
165
166
167
168
169
1713
171
172
171-
174
175 ENO

PUSH PSvl
L:"I ["nO

DC; 0
t'10V R, [)
ORA E
JHZ OELAY

POP PSI'l
RNI 17H
OUT CTLPRT
ANI 7H
em CTLPRT
1'1'0/1 A,OEH
our EEPOR

POP C'
POP PSH
RET

PUSL I C S't'NBOLS
EH[ME C 8133[; REA£; C 00013 IolECYCl C 130132

EXTERNAL S','MBOLS
l'IE[;EL~' E 1301313
USER s~'r1BOLS
A[iF:PF.'T 'I 0eA2
r'ATPRT A OCiAl
TIMLm·! A 1313A4

CLRACT A 001313
£;ELiW C ClI34A
iolECYCL C OC'132

CL~:INA A 0002
EEPOP A 013Ae
1-iE[;EL~' E 131300

SA'~E HIGH OROER AOORESS/CONTROL LINES
; SET UP COUNT FOR 100 USEC DELA~'

[\ELA',' WHI LE VPP FALLS
; DONE COUNTI NG"!

; RESTOF:E ADDF:E5S/CONTROL LINES
; REMOVE CE ACTIVE BIT

OE-ACTIVATE CE
RmWE ~lUX SELECT HRITE BIT

; LET t1UX SELECT FOR REAO OPERATIONS
PUT ['flTA PORT BACK TO INPUT MOOE
SO AS NOT TO CAUSE CONTENTION i~1DATA BUS

CLRPRT A e022
ENr'I·IE C 130}['

COLINTH A 003}
PERO C 0000

COUNTL A eoce
rEMCTL D ooסס

CTlPRT A 00A3
TIMHI A 00A5





ASt18e : F1: CONT4. SRC M0085

1515- II Se80i8885 MACRO ASSEMBLER, V3. e

LINE SOURCE STATE~lENT
1 $DEBUG

3
4 PUBLI C HEC't'CL P,EAD,ENl)HE
:i
6 EXTRN HEDEL'y'

8 CSEG
9

113
11

WA0
B0A1
B0A2
WA3
OOA4
013A5

38 EEP[:oR
39 DATPRT
4[1 ADRPF:T
41 CTLPRT
42 THILON
43 TlflHI
44
45 COLINTL
46 CWNTH
47
48
49
5f;

BeCf;
eOS3

OA3H 2816 HIGH ORDER H{)[:'RESS AND CONTROL LINES (I)IJTPUT)
BITS 13-2: R8-A1f;
BIT :5 CE CTRL (B=SELECT READ,

HRlTE ENABLE)
BIT 4: ~1U:<CTRL (0=REA[J,1=HRlTD
BIT 5: IIPP CTFt 03=INACTI','E, 1=FlCTIVE)

13R4H

0A5H

22H

EI}U 0A0H
EOU BA1H
EQU eA2H
EQU i3A3H
EQiJ 0R4H
EQU BASH

EQU eceH
mu 83H

PORT DIRECTION REGISTER
, 2816 DATA (OUTPUn

2816 LOH OR[,EF: AODRESS (OUTPIJT)
; 2816 HIGH ORDER ADDRESS RilO CONTROL (OUTpun
; LOW ORDER TIMER COUNT REGISTER

HIGH ORDER Tlt1ER COUNT REG! STER

i LOH OR[lER TltH: COUNT FOR 10 MSEC DELA'y'
; HIGH OFDER THIER COUNT FOR 113 r'1SEe DELR'y'



(J130() ZE0E
130132 [. ~:A0
()(1()4 7[\
~3(1l35 ()3:A2
01307 ,C
.3(113:,: E6I37
01313A F6l1:t
13130(: ['~:AZ
0i~0E E6€17
0010 F60:,'
Eu312 D]'fG
001J ~:'E;C!l
0,316 =::
~)017 AF
()I318 [:'ZI'G
(J131A ;=1
0018 1::9

54
55 READ:
56
57
58
59
613
61

:?'= '::LRAC \ -
T ':LRlNA ~l)I.,

['ATA PASSED:
(jATA RETURNED:
REGS C<ESTRO','EO:

1'1\11 FI.. 0EH
OUT EEF,[:'~:
iiOV R., L
OUT A(;RPRT
mv A, Ii
ANI 7H
ORI 1I31i
OUT CTLPH
ANI ()7H
ORI :::H
l)IJT CTLPRT
Hi ('RTPPT
PUSH PSi·)
,;RA R
I)UT CTLPPT
FOt:· P~I,l
FIT

HL = A[J['RE5S OF 2,,:16 LOCATI ON TO READ
A = DATA READ
FLAGS

PUT DATA PF:T I Ii INPUT 1'10(lE, ALL OTHERS-OUTPUT
; OUTPUT TO POF:T N!\'ECTRION REGISTER

GET LOl·l OP('EF: ADDRESS
CHJTPUT TO ADCiRESS PORT
GET HIGH O!\HR A[·(iRESS
PEr'10VE ALL CONTROL BITS (KEEP 3 BIT ADDRE5S)
!i[\[i (IE' INACTI'·/E E:IT
WTPUT TO CONTROL P1)RT

, REi'lOVE OE INACT!\iE BIT (ACT !'iATE OE)
8DO CE:' ACTIVE BIT
OUTPUT TO CONT~'CIl PORT
INPUT DATA F~:0i'12:::1£
5A"/E CIAT~
ZERO A F:EG!5TER
(<[ACTIVATE ':'LL COtiTPC'L UNE~
;:~;TJ}RE ~JATA
AN[" E-·'IT

:'IONE
i B1r1TE FOii~TENP :;! -.=:::: .;-l~~-t~·-·:-t':'~;?E
;,:E:'·E_i_, i I/O POLL ROUTH';~ .~._:.:rr"f::r:".':7 :·;;.I...·t~j

Ic;:' :.:r USE[; TO RESET ItFEc". :.~ ".= _'
;~CTIVRTE Ce,,": PITE cor'lFt ·i~ ILL n .. :',r:-



0131[; C5
OI31E 47
tl01F 3EI3i3
0021 (.1322
01322 3EK:

[11327 :E8F
01329 C!3AI3
t1028 78
1302C D3Rl
€n)2E 7e,
0132F D3A2
00~:17C
0032 E607
0034 F6W
0036 D3A]
13132':3F60t:
;3133A [l3A3
t10~C 47
1303D 3EC0
1302F [l3R4
0041 2E3
131343 C'3A5
01345 :'ECF
1:1;347 D3AO
(,Ij.i9 78
13I34A Fo2i3
13(14C [i3A?
004E 32(!l3e0
(11351 C1
0052 F1
0053 CDOOl3e
00~06 C9

127
12S
129

[! 1313
131

E 133:
134

F'!)';i1 B
NO',,' 8 .. f!
r:':i R.. Cl-~~HCT
OUT CLr:rr~T
rlVI A, CLRINii
OUT CLRPRT
iWi A. '3FH
OUT EEPC:oR
1'10',,.' fj, 8
OUT [lHTPRT
i-Kl~l Hi L
OUT RDRPRT
t·10'.,1 A..H
RNI 7H
ORI itlH
OUT CTLPRT
ORI :,:H
OUT ':,TLP~:T
rl0'.," 8,11
N1,,;I A.,COUNTL
OUT mlLOl·!
t'WI A..COUNTH
OUT TH1HI
I1Vl A, (fl:FH
OUT EEPDR
NOV fI.. 8
ORI 20H
OUT CT~F'RT
SrA mlCTL
POP 8
FOP PSi1
CALL HEC!EL,'
RET

135
1]6
127
138 DSEG

14.3 TEt-lCTL [;S
141
142
143
144 CSEt:;
145
146
147
14:3
149
150
151

SAVE DATA TO .,,;;;ITE IN 8-REGISTER
CLEAR HRITE COrHEE c:, ILLEGAL ACCESS Fir'S
ACT! ',,'ATE CLEAR FUNCTI ON

; C.-EftCTIVliTE CLEAR FUM:TlC~'1

P,JT ALL :3155 1.,'0 PORTS IN OUTPUT mC!E
OUTPUT TO PORT DI RECTI ON REGISTE~.

.. FETCH DATA TO l·jRlTE
OUTPUT TO 2:316 VATIi LItE

; GET LCi,1 Oi':toER AvCoRES
, OUTPUT TO FiDC'RESS LINES
; GET HIGH ORDER A[)DRE5S

CLEA~: ALL CONTROL UNES
RW 1111:<BIT TO SELECT I/O PORTS FOR 11RlTE
OUTPUT HIGH ORCH: ADORESS AND CONT~:OL LINES
ADD CE RCT! •.••E E:IT
OUTPUT CONTROL LIHES RGAIN
SAVE HiGH ORDER AWR/CTL LINE [;AiR
OUTPUT TIlH: COUNT <LOi-l OR[:,ER)

RETRIEVE ADDRESS/CONTROL BITS
ADO VPP ACTIVE BIT
ACT! •....RTE ',,.'1"1"

SAVE HIGH AlJDRESS/COHTRCiL BITS FOR RFTER iNTR
RESTORE REGI STERS

GO TO I/O POLL U:HjP OR INTERRUPT DF:iVER
ANO RETURN BACK TC, ['lAIN PROGRArl

CALLE[:' TO B',' I/O F'OLL OR HHEF:RUPT [iRI'.,IEF: AFTER l,lRITE i)]'lPLETE
TO SHUT [:;j,'lri COfITr.:OLLEF'.



01357 F5
0058 D5
0059 ::RI30i}[1 D
(j05e E61F
fli35E D3A3.

fJ06.) F5
(j061 1100130

9064 18
£u365 7A
13(366 83
!3(167 C264(1£1 C

13l36R F1
!}l168 E617
£n360 D3A3
(1l36F Et5)37
01371 D3A3
B07:, 3E0E
.3075 D3A!)

0~3?7 D1
!3078 F1
131379 C9

154
155 ENC'HE.
156
157
15:3
159
160
161
162
163
164 [iELA','.
165
166
167
16:3
169
:1.70

FU8LI C S't'MBOL5
ENWE C 01}57 READ C OOI}1}

E:<TERNRL S'T'~lBOLS
i,JECR', E 1}1}01:1

USER S't'i'180LS
ACtRPET q €n3A~
C'RTFRT A €!I}A1
mll0H A 0I-3A4

ClRACT A (l1}(t(t

CoELA',' C '}1364
vlEC'T'CL C B01C

PUSH PSl,j
PUSH C;

lDA TalCTL
ANI 1FH
OUT CTLPRT

PUSH PS~,
L?;I (:tJ:!3D

OC< D
MOV A.. Co
OPA E
JNZ DELfW

POP P5to!
ANI 171i
OUT CTLPPT
ANI 7H
OUT CTLPPT
MVI A,,13EH
OUT EEFDR

POP [,

FOP PSi,j
~:ET

CLRINA A 1}0133
EEP[oR A 00A0
i,IEDfL',' E OOI}I)

CTLPRT A tieA3
THlHI A 00A5

TENCTL (1 RAt'l B','T£) CONTAINING HIGH ORDER
ADDRESS G BITS) & CONTROL BEFORE HRITE corn,

GET AC'DRE5S LI NEs/cmHROL BITS
; PEt-lOVE ACTIVE VPP BIT

DE-ACTIVATE VPP

SAVE HIGH O~HR ADC'RESS/CONTROL LINES
SET UF COUNT FOR 11313USEC DEuW

i DELAY i~HILE VFF FALLS
DONE COUNTING')

RESTORE ADDF;ESS/CONTROl LINES
Rm)VE CE ACiT,iE BIT

, DE-ACTIVATE SE
i PEI'IOIiE I1U1: SELECT I~RITE BIT

LET t'llJ;o{ SELECT FOR PEAD OFERATI ON5
i PUT DATA PORT BACK TO INPUT 110C'E
, SO AS NOT TO CAUSE CONTENT! ON VI! DATA BUS

CLRFPT A 0'}22
ENNIE C 13€t57

COUNTH A 13138~:
READ C ~30.3(t

COUNTL A €n)c13
TENCTL D b'l300



ASM813 .F1: CCLR2. SRC t-lOD85

1515- II 80813/81335 r1ACRO ASSEHBLER, '{], ~3

Offi30 F5
~::fJ301 £5
0;)02 :"E(II:t
a~304 [;3:22
eOe6 ZE2::"

~)a(1.:: 0::22
i:i0DFl ?EFF
Oti;)C 2:2i3tirltl

5
6 EinRH t.EDEL 'T', EH(~'E

8 CSEG
9

14
Z5 lLRF'~'T
16 CLRACT
3:7 CL~:INA
18 CLRCCL
19
41,1 CE':ASE.
41
42

C'!iTA PASSED: Nm·IE
C'!iTA RETURN£[l. NOflE
REGS DESTP.O~JE(): NONE
CALLS i.WEL',' I/O POLL F.:OUTiNE OR INTERRUPT DR!',iER>

ilO PO.:TS USED:
PORT 22H (OUTPUT;.

EIT 101 = I.'.ITE COf'lF'LETE CLEAR (ACTi',iE LOW)
BIT 1 = ILLEGAL ACCESS CLEAR (ACTiVE LOl{·
BIT 5 = CHIP CL~~ (+12·" TO OE" LINE) (fiCTIVE HIJ

ENDI'JE miD OF i.RlTE/ERf!SE C','CLE> ROUTINE
15 CALLED 8'r' iNTER':UPT C'RI VEF: OR I.·'O POLL
ROUTINE dElL'r') iO SH,JT ("jl'lfl COf/TROLLER.
THIS ;uBROUTIN£ is PART OF THE DF-:IVER
PACKAGE F:OUTWES INITiATi:0 B',' A CALL TO
CERASE

, CHIP ERASE ,jUTPIJT PORT
ACTIVE RESET OF CLEAR ",C & ILL ACC FLIP-FLOPS

, HifICTlVE RESET ,jF CLEAR l,jl: 8, IA FUNCTION
DATA TO c'EfiCTl VATE CLEAR I.C '!, I A BUT ACT! VATE
OE" = +12\1 FUNCTiON rOF: CHIP CLEAR

GET BiTS TO C£ACTI"/ATE CLEAR FuNCTION ANG
TURN ON OE = +12'.1 Furn iOH FOR eH I P ERASE
OUTPUT TO I/O POPT
I.R ITE OFFH TO THE 2:,:16

PSI,
H
Ii., CLRACI
CLRPr,1
fI, CLRCCL

CLRPRT
ft,l,lFFH
OAI)jI3H



I5IS-II Sl3SfVSI385 t'1flCRORS5ENBLER, 1/1 e 1100ULE PRI3E 2
LOC OB.! LINE 50URCE 5TAmlEr-IT

8l30F CCotl(li)0 E 5.3 CALL i1EDEL','
(il312 3Ee1 51 tWI ft, CLRINA
13014 D122 52 OUT CLRPRT
0016 El 53 POP H
13;:11, Fl 54 POP P5i1
.3018 C9 55 RET

56
57 tND

130 TO I/O POLL LOOP OR INTERRUPT DRIVER
C'EACTIVATE CHIP CLEAR m-lCTION

PU8LI C S','l'iBOL5
CEF:ASE C 130(:n3

E:>(TEF:tJALS','N8GLS
ENC'lqE E 13'3130 l,jEeR',' E 00i31)

U5E~: ~'TIMEOL.S
CERASE C 01300



ASI'180 :Fl:CCLR34.5F.:C r'10L'85

ISIS- II ':.08;}'83:?'5 ['liiCRD ASSEt'ISLER, \/:.~.(1

LINE SOURCE 5TRTEf'lEHT
1 fL'E8UG

~
.)

6
i' PliBLIC m:R5E

9 E:;TRN iHEL'{. EHli~~E
lB
11
12
E

40
41
42
4:' EEFH:
44 [!i1TPRT
45 1'i[,pPRT
46 CTLF'P
47 TlP1LOl·j
48 TIl'lHI
49

E.:iU 13ROh
EQU tiR1H
EOU t1A2h
EOU OR:::ii
E~ijj HA4H
C:OU i3A5rl

2:316 HWi; OR()ER R['lJF:E55 RNC·CONiROL LI NES <OUTPUL'
8ITS B-2. A8-A1H
BIT c. CE CmL

E:IT 4
BIT 5.

':O=SELECT REAL'.,
I~RITE ENABLE>

(0=RER(l, 1=i·jRITE)
(O=INRCiI~'E, l=RCTiV£)

!'1U:< CTRL
Vr-F CTRL

CHIP ERRSE, Ir-.'ERRUPT F,iF CLERF: r1:tF:T5 (OUTPUT)
BIT !Ol: i'ii':ITE COi'1FLCLEh;;. (filiI'· ...f Lui·j)
BIT 1. ILLEGAL ACC CLERF: (ACTIVE LCI!·n
BIT 5: CHIP EP:RSE (+12'.,1 TO OE) RCT HI

PORT C'IRECTION REGISTEP:
2816 CftTR ,OUTPdT)
2816 LOH IJrf;E~:i!t:.£~:ESS'~ljuTP\JT)
281<' HI6rl OR[·ER·A('[!F'ESS riNe· ,))NTROL ·:OUTPUD
LOl·j OF.fH: TIiiER ,:OuhT r,F,I5TEr.
HIGH ORDER TH1ER ,))UNT REGISTEF



15IS- II 808~3I8e85 MRCRO RSSEI'lBLER, 1/3. ~3 MODULE PACiE 2

LOC OSJ LItlE SOURCE STATEr-lENT

ooסס F5
0"001 3EOO
00132: D322
&185 3E23
13l1l37 [-322
13i3e9 3E0F
00138 ['3R13
0013C< 3EFF
000F D3Rl
0811 3EOO
i3BB D3A2
0015 3EHJ
0017 ['3R3
0019 F6~18
0018 D3R3
OOW 3EC0
001F [Gf\4
i3!-321 3E83
0~323 D3A5
0625 3ECF

50 COUfHL EQU
51 COUIHH EQU

68
69
7e
71
72
n CLRACT EQlI
74 CLRCCL EQU
75
76 CLRINA EG!Li
77 CLRPRT EOLi

79
8~3 CERASE:
81 PUSH
82 Mill
8~ OUT
84 I'll/I
85 OUT
86 11VI
87 OUT
88 l'lVI
89 OUT
30 ilVI
91 OUT
92 if'l'!
93 OUT
94 ORI
35 our
96 "1','1
97 OUT
98 ifliI
99 OUT

113101 MVI

OC0H
83H

; l!JI.! ORDER TIt1ER COUNT FOR 10 ~1SEC DELAY
; HIGH ORDER WIER COUNT FOR 10 ~lSEC DELR','

DATA RETlJRNED.
REGS DESTROYED.
~:At1 RE(:/U I RED
CALLS:

PSH
R, CLRRCT
CLRPRT
"'" CLRCCL
CLRPF.:T
A, i3FH
EEPElF:
A, i3FFH
[,RiPRT
11.,13
RDRPRT
A, :i.13H
CTLPRT
8H
CTLPF.'T
A, COUNTL
W1LOH
Ii, OJUNTH
W1HI
fi, I3CFH

HL = ADDRESS OF 2816 LOCRTION TO WRITE
A = UfiTA TO WRITE

OR 13FFH (ERfiSE,
NOllE
NONE
1 BYTE FOR TEr-1P A[;[oRESS/CONTROL STORAGE
PEDEL',' (I/O POLL ROUTINE OR INTERRUPT DRIVER)

EN[\HE (END OF fiR liE/ERASE CYCLE> ROliTI NE
IS CRLLEr' B'r' INTERRUPT DF.:IVER OR I/O POLL
ROUTiNE (I~EDEL Y) TO SHUT C'OI~ CONTROLLER.
TH I S SU8ROUTI NE IS PAH OF THE CiRI VER
PACKRt3E ROUTINES INITlATE[' BY A CALL TO
ltlEC:T'CL.

RCT!":'E CLERR t~RITE COMPL .~ ILL ACC FUNCTION
[<ATA TO DEACTIVrtTE CLERR HC 8, IA BUT ACTiVATE

; OE' = +12\" FUNCTION FOR CHIP ERASE
INACTIVE CLEAR vp2 8, IR FUNCTION
PORT USED TO CLEAR ILL ACC & f'lRT CO/'lF'L F IF

; SAVE REG I STEF.:5
, CLEAR l·jRITE CO~1PlETE AND ILL Ree FLIP-FLOPS

PUi ALL 8155 I/O PORTS IN OUTPUT !'lODE
OUTPUT TO PORT C·!RECTIOIi REGISTER
[-ATR TO HRITE IS ALL 1 'S
OUTPUT TO 2816 DATA LI NES

; LOlol ORC\ER ADCJl<:(I'IE ijRITE TO A!:t~10 FOR CCLR)
OUTPUT TO ADDRESS LINES
RCTIVATE 1'11.1:'; FOR Ij~:liE OPERATION

, (HJiPUT HIGH ORCtR AWRESS AND CONTROL LII~5
; ADD CE ACTII·/E BIT
; OUTPUT COIHROL LI liES AGRIN

OUTPUT Wl£F.: COUNT (lOH ORL\ER,



0~327 D3A0
0029 3E38
002B C'sA3
e62D 328000 D
61330([1lfr)OO E

13033 3E€G
l3035 D322
0J337 Fi
13038 C9

PU8L I C SW'lE:OLS
CEPASE C i30t3fJ

101 OUT
102 [o1"lI
liE OUT
104 5TH
105 CALL
106
107 NI/I
W8 ;jUT

W9 POP
1113 RET
111
112
112
114 r:iSm
115
116 iEHCTL D5

11:3
119
1213 HID

E>:TEF:NfiL 5,,.t'tBOL~,
ENC\HE E ,}~il::n::l :·~EDEL'r' E 0.3.3£1

U5E~: SW1E:OL5
A[:;FF'RT r: lXtf1~
COUNTL A &3CO
TIt1LC~~ A 013A4

CERilSc c aooe
CiLPRT Ii "rt3fC
I'HE~' E OOtii)

CTLPRT
TEMCTL
HE[;EL~'

A, CLRINA
CLRPRi
PSW

CLRAC T H t1tti3€1
['ATF'RT A 813A1

ACT! ',lATE I/PP, CE' fiNe, HIJ':
ACTI VATE VPP
SA\IE HIGH ADDRES5/CONTROL BITS FOR AFTER INTR

; tin IT FOR END OF WRITE C't'CLE B',' I/O POLL uR
INTERRUPT DRIVER ROUTINE

; CiEACTIVATE CHIP CLEAR FUNCTION

CLRCCL A CIi)23
EEPC'F: fj 0tlA13

CLRlNA A 130iE
EriN'iE E 0&30

CLF~PRT A 13022
TEl'lCTL [l €1l'iOO

COUNTH A 0683
Tn1liI A OOA5



A5MBO :Fl. IOPOLL 5FL
1515- II 808618085 f'1ACROAS5Et'18LER, '.11. 0

8 2816 WNTROLLER I/O POLL ROUTINE
9

113
11
12

13 *****************************************************
14
15
16 PUBLIC PEDEL'T'
17
18 Ei:TRN ENDPE
19
20
21 CSEG

DELA'r'5 VIA 110 POLLEro HAIT LOOP ON·'IRITE COMPLETE'
BIT

CoJiTAPA5SED: NONE
DATA RE,URtlE[,: NONE
F.:EGSC·ESTF.'O'r'E[;. NONE

I/O F'ORT USED: POF.'T 21H
-BIT i ",IRITE COMPLETE' ',ACTIVE HIGH)

~'f
3~ \'l':POPT W.!

40 PECJEL'T'
41 PUSH
42 LOOP
4::
44

0131311)821
l3Ij~nW32
0€'0'5 CAB1Ijl} C

2H
LOOP

GET HRITE COi'tPLETE BIT
MASI:. :4C I'; I T
IF NOT SET THEN kEEP \'IAITING



ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER, 111 0 !'lWULE PAGE 2

LOC LINE SOU~:CE SmmlEHT

B009 •.r'000tl E 48
49

BBtte C9 5@
51
52

; CALL END PROGRAN/ERASE CYCLE ROUiI NE TO
; SHUT DOWN 2816.
; RETURN BACK TO HOST PROGRAl1.

c.,
.J~

54 EN[;

PUBLI C SYNBOLS
PEDEL'T' C OOtll)

E:\TERNAL S','1'16,)LS
ENDF'E E 1)000

USER S'r'I'180LS
EfI[,PE E ,)130(1 LOOP C (1@131 PE[iEL't' C OO@(I ~UORT Ii 0@21



ASM813 : F1 : 1NTH:. SRC 1'10[':::5
ISIS-II 80813/::'1385 l'lACRO ASSEt'ISLER, ','3.13

LItlE SOURCE STATEt'lENT
1 $DEBUCi

0(100 F5
00131 >iF
'31:1132 32001313 C'
')3135 :[1)['

to3(Q )3
tll)08 F8

13131393:A(II3I3(1 C'
1)(1IX iF
1313(IDD2B91Xl C

0')10 Fi
0011 C9

4
5 CSECi
6
7 PUBLIC HECR'!', HANDLE

'" E)<:TRlI ENDflE
11)

11 CSEG
12
13
14
15 l,jECR',' - !,iRITE/ERASE CSCLE DELR'r' SUBROUTINE
16 - I1HERRUPT DRlo"IEI·,

29
30
:;1
"Y) r ONNSK EOU

24 HEtlELiT'
:;5 PUSH
36 :<:F:R
.:..,' 5TH
~'E; t,r",!
:~ S1i'1
4'3 EI
·n LOOP.
42 LCJH
42 RRF'
44 JHC
45

(RLLEe> TO I1AIT FOR INTERRUPT TO OCCUR !1HILE !,jRITHm OUT
2816 CONTROLLER l'iRITE C','CLE

DATA PASSEC, NONE
F.:EGS (:+E5T~:CI'l'EO. NONE
INTERRUFT USED. E:';PECTS CONTROLLEF:TO USE INTERRUPT 6. 5

HASKS OUT ALL OTHER INTERRUPTS
USEv imH. INTERRUPT rlANC>lEP' SUE:OURINE 'HRNCU'

1 8'iTE -!1RTCI)f')' - I,IRITE ;))t'!PLETE I1HERCOI'i
- BIT :::C:j;~O SET E:lrl INTERPUPT HRHOLER

HHEN ,iR I TE COt'1F'LETE.

:'HVE R-~:EGISTE~:.. FLHGS
:ERI~ HRlTE cornETE INTERCor·l REGISTERR

t'~RiCOi'l
fi, IONtP.

GET t,IRITE CONPLETE S,AWS REGISTEF:
PUT LERS, ~,IGNI;ICrlNT 8!T iNTO CA~'F.:'l
IF LSE: NOT SET, KEEP L(,OPIt-iG

PESTOF'E rl-P:E)jISTEI;.
SRCK TO iiOST PF'%F:AI'l



OFE! F5
~:1FEl DE21
~:jFE: iF
OFE4 (irl12G.) C
6FE? if"
3FE::: 021?O~3
fH:: :E'}~
"HC' »)
OFEE CDO~XH3 E
I}FFi :;:lll
OFF:: ::2((11)(, [)

53 HRTCOf". COS
~54
55

HRNCtE - 2816 CONTF.:OLLER INTEF:RUPT HANCtER
UPON F.ECEIPT OF INTERRUPT., i4RITE cornETE BIT CHECKEl,.
IF SET, -'EriC,I,iE' IS CALLE[, TO SHUT CoOHNCONTROLLER.
IF ILLEGRL RCCESS BIT SET, - ILLRCC IS JUI'lFH' TO.
IF NEITHER BIT SET,8R[,HIT' IS JUt'lPECo TO INNCRTING
8RC- INTERRUPT OCCURECo.

57
58 ASEG

NONE
NONE
HOST PROGRR~I l'lUST SET UP INTERRUPT '.lECTOR
SOHANCH' EtEUTEl.' UPON RECEIPT OF RST 6.5
CONI'lAN['
ENC'\4E' SUBROUTINE CALLEe· TO SHUT Com,iN

CONTROLLER RT Elm OF FROGRAt·l,·'ERASE C'TCLE
1 B'TTE - iiRTCOt-i - i,lRITE COI'1PLETE STHTUS BYTE

- BITe SET l,jHEN ,jR lTE COtnETE

I/O PORT USECo. PORT 21.
BIT I) = i~RITE cornETE (ACTI',iE HI:-

- BIT 1 = ILLEGAL RCCESS (ACTIVE HD

1'1ASt: OUT INTERRUPT 6. 5
l,jRITE COt'lPLETE STATUS IiO PORT

SA\,iE iH:ECi. FLAGS
PICK UP CONTROLLER STRTU:' BITS
f'l!}/E I LLEGhL RCCESS BIT I NTO CA~:Rt;
GO TO ILLEGAL ACCESS ROUTH-iE IF BIT SET
1'10VE lolRIiE COr'iF'LETi: BIT INTO CARR'T
IF NOT SET THEN to:j TO BAD INTERR:UPT HAN[ilER
UN-MRSr:': 6. 5 INTE~:PUf'i5

SHUT [{iHH CONT~:OLL.ER
SET ~,j~JTE 1=~OI'IPLETEIHTERl2ljN BIT
AN[' SAVE IN RAN AFN.Q1885A

C'ATR PRSSEO.
REGS AFFECTE£<.
REOUIRES.

;::6 IOFi'iS~:~
87 HCPORT

EGU 11}HIE:
EOU 21H

PUSH F'~,~,~
IN ~,iCF'OF~T
RRF:
,.,~, ILlACC.)1.

RRP
JNC BADINT
1'1','1 A, IOFi'1SK
SIN
CrilL ENWE
\·1VI Hi lrl
5TR HRTCOi'l



OFF6 F1
OFF? C9

01312 C?
OOE C7

1\37
1(1:3
109
llEt
111
112
1E ILLACC'
114 BAr'HIT
115
116

F1JBLlC s','I'lE:(l\.s
HAI·/[U A OFEO \,IEDELY C (11)130

Er:TEF.:llfiL s'r'MBOLs
ENC'HE E 00et!

USER s','!'iE:DLS
BADINT C 00:1.3. ENDl'lE E 00,)0
HCF'OF'T A 0021 IHE',' C '30')0
ASsEI'R',' COI'IF'lET£.. NO ER~:ORs

CsEG

RsT (I

F:sT 'J

END

HANEilE Ii OFE()
HRTCOf'1 [, 0,3130

RESTORE F:EGIslEF:
At·l[) RETURII BACK 11:1 INTERRUPTED ROUTH1E

ILL ACCESS, RESTART VECTOF: FOR TESTING ONl'r'
; BAD INTERRUPT RESTART \,lECTOR FOR TESTING ONL','



I READ I
SET PORTS BC

= OUTPUT MODE,
PORT A = INPUT MODE

OUTPUT LOW ORDER
ADDRESS TO

PORT B

OUTPUT HIGH ORDER
ADDRESS TO PORT C,
INACTIVE Vpp, CE, DE

ACTIVATE CE AND OE
(OUTPUT PORT C)

READ DATA FROM PORT A

DEACTIVATE CE, DE
(OUTPUT PORT C)

I RETURN I





APPLICATION
NOTE



The Intel 2816 is a new generation of non-volatile mem-
ory in which writing and erasing can be accomplished
on board by providing a 21 volt pulse. Figures I and 2
show the wave forms for byte erase (or write) and chip
erase respectively. In order to generate the Vpp pulse, a
power supply with output voltage of + 24V is needed. In
a system environment where this voltage is not avail-
able, a switching regulator can be used to convert + 5V
into +24V. This Application Note will discuss the de-
sign and implementation of such a regulator.

With the advent of LSI technology, the design of a
dc-to-dc converter has been greatly simplified. Figure 3
shows the circuit diagram for a voltage converter using
a TL497 switching voltage regulator. The converter
presented here is very low cost and is excellent for use
in systems where 5 volts is the only supply available.

In order to familiarize the reader with the operation of
such a converter, the following discussion is appropri-
ate. The circuit operates as follows: the frequency at
which transistor Q I is switching is determined by ca-
pacitor C I. The converter output voltage is fedback to

an internal comparator that controls the on and off time
of QI. When QI is turned off, voltage across the in-
ductor inverts, and the blocking diode CRI is forward
biased to provide a current path for the discharge of the
inductor into the load and filter capacitors (C2 and C3).
During the time when Ql is turned on, the current into
the inductor increases linearly. The blocking diode CR I
will become reverse biased and the output load current
is provided by the filter capacitors. Figure 4 shows the
waveform of the current into the inductor when the
output is drawing 80mA. As can be seen, there is no gap
between the charge and discharge cycles. Therefore,
any current output exceeding 80mA will cause the out-
put voltage to start losing regulation. The switching
regulator efficiency can be calculated as a ratio of out-
put power to input power. Therefore,

% efficiency = Output power X 100%
Input power

24V X 80mA X 100%
5V X 1160mA X 0.5



The output voltage from the switching regulator can
now be used to generate the Vpp pulse required to
program the 2816 E2PROM. Figure 5 shows the Vpp
switch circuit diagram. CR I is used to suppress any
noise on the + 24Y. A2 is an open-collector gate. When
its output is low, C I and pin 5 of A I will be shorted to
ground. Therefore, QI will be turned off and Vpp pulse
will stay at Vcc less one diode drop. When a write cycle
is initiated, output of A2 will be high for IOmS. This
would allow the capacitor to charge. The time constant
is determined by RI XCI = 600JLsec. As soon as the
voltage across the capacitor is charged up to the zener
voltage, the feedback amplifier will force this voltage to
remain constant. The final output voltage is adjusted by
R2. Q I provides the additional current drive capability
up to 75mA and CR2 across pin 5 and 6 of A 1will ensure
a glitchless Vpp pulse.

The 2816 has an inhibit mode which allows the device to
be deselected during programming. It also means that
the Vpp switch has to supply the Ipp standby current for
the unselected devices. Table I shows the maximum
number of devices that can be supported by the switch-
ing regulator in an 8-bit and 16-bit system. Because of
the inhibit mode device selection, only one switch is
needed for many devices in system.

The dc-to-dc converter and Vpp circuit provide an
overall solution for programming the 2816 E2PROM
using a single + 5V supply. With its high current drive
capability, the Vpp switch should satisfy over 95% of
the design requirements. Therefore, it is recommended
that the circuit be implemented whenever +24V is not
available. This circuit has also been designed and tested
to operate over the full temperature range, just like
the 2816.

System Active Programming Standby Devices K BytesCurrent Current Supported

8-bit 15mA 60mA 13 26
16-bit 30mA 45mA 10 20
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NOTE
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Software Updates-how many times in microprocessor
systems does software undergo revision? Unfortunately,
many people say that it changes frequently. As we all
know, such revision can be inconvenient, difficult and
extremely costly. The 2816, E2PROM, from Intel, can
not only eliminate these expenses, but increase the func-
tionality of your designs as well. The 2816 combines the
benefits of ROM-like non-volatility with RAM-like flex-
ibility. This application notes discusses the costliness of
in-field software updates, how 2816 can solve these
problems, and some circuit design information detailing
how to implement an evolutionary system that elimi-
nates current service costs.

As technology progresses, the cost of microprocessor
systems will become more dependent on design and
service costs rather than component costs. Service costs
today average about $100/hr. By 1985, assuming a
typical inflation rate, those costs will approach $200/hr.
Any necessary maintenance to change software, or ad-
just non-volatile parameters, adds hundreds of dollars
to a typical system cost.

To take a realistic example, let's assume a typical micro-
processor system (2000 in the field), with a service time
of 2 hours per system. Also assume that each system
needs to be updated a minimum of 2 times during the
product's life. Given such assumptions, the cost in-
volved is at least $400 per system. That's $800,000 for
the total retrofit! If one assumes a doubling of labor
rates in the next 5 years, the new retrofit cost would be
$1.6 million. The 2816 can completely eliminate those
costs.

By installing a remote software serial link, the software
update can occur over telephone lines, free from service
intervention. By 1985 service costs additional to each

system will be as much as $800. Adding 2816 and a
remote link to the system will cost about $50, a mere
one-sixteenth the service cost. Today, a 40070savings can
result. Figure 0 shows these cost trends.

It is clear that 2816 can save millions of dollars in
maintenance costs. That is why it is such a cost effective
solution to the many firmware update problems we face
today.

In this application note, the hardware and software
designs for such a solution will be discussed. First,
though, let us examine the design criteria that are per-
tinent to the memory elements in such a system:

1) NON-VOLATILITY-data must be retained even
when the host system is powered down.

2) FAST ACCESS TIME-With today's high speed
microprocessor systems (i.e., the Intel 8086-2, the
Zilog Z8000, and the Motorola MC68(00) full
throughput is only achieved with fast memory
devices. For example, a high performance 8086-2
system for zero wait state operation requires a read
access time of 250 ns.

3) HIGH DENSITY -As software costs rise, high-level
languages will be used to reduce design time. Such
high-level languages are often memory intensive, re-
quiring high density memory chips to effectively con-
tain dedicated system programs without sacrificing
printed circuit board space.

4) READ MOSTLY OPERATION-Program memory
and certain types of data memory are mostly accessed
in a read mode. There are situations, however, where
it is necessary to re-load an entire program (as in the
case of a software revision), or reconfigure portions
of data storage (e.g., when only certain parameters
need to be changed). In these cases, the ability to
write to the memory in-circuit is essential.

$800
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The Intel 2816 fills the need for all these user require-
ments. It is truly non-volatile, offering greater than 20
year data retention. Access time is 250 ns, which is com-
patible with today's high speed microcomputer systems.
The 2816 is electrically erasable on a per byte or per chip
basis-a true read mostly memory, and it offers users
16,384 bits of storage organized as 2048 8-bit bytes.

Specific topics included in this Application Note are the
philosophy behind downline loading, as well as the wide
spectrum of application possibilities. Included here are
four configuration examples. A discussion of both
receiving and transmitting functions follows the
examples.

The E2PROM is an excellent medium for storing non-
volatile program and data information. The fact that it
allows in-circuit erase and write suggests many possi-
bilities as to the information source that the 2816 can be
written from. In many instances, E2PROM memories
will be written from remote data facilities.

The telephone is an ideal means of transferring such in-
formation, since it is readily available and requires no
special interface. With use of an acoustic coupler, serial
binary data is converted into high and low frequency
tones, which can be transmitted over a datacom link
world-wide. Modems interface easily with microproc-
essors, and the software overhead of performing a
downline load operation is minimal.

2816 REMOTE CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS
Programs downline loaded to E2PROMs find many ap-
plications in both large and small microcomputer sys-
tems. All configurations require a modem to interface
electrical signals from a central processor with the
acoustically driven telephone. Automatic modems are
usually dedicated to a specific telephone line and are
completely operated by a host processor. Manual
modems are usually portable, relying on the human
operator to physically place a telephone receiver in an
acoustic coupler cradle, thereby closing the communi-
cation loop. Both automatic and manual modems can
be used in E2PROM-telephone communication systems,
resulting in four possible configurations:

This is a cost effective solution when telephone
transmission is not performed often enough to warrant
a dedicated telephone line and microprocessor system.
Applications include infrequent field updates of pro-
'gram store, where a field system user would call a cen-
tral factory to have 2816 memory devices reloaded.

Here an automatic transmitter is connected to a micro-
processor system which answers the phone and transmits
information to 2816s located in remote areas. Applica-
tions include field updates, as previously discussed,
though a human operator on the transmitting end is not
needed. This is advantageous when many field systems
will be calling the central factory.

In this situation a microcomputer system would auto-
matically answer the phone to receive information
which will eventually be loaded in E2 devices. This con-
figuration could be used in remote, unattended systems,
such as a microprocessor's controlling remote com-
munications switches or repeaters. If parameters need to
be changed, the remote switching processor would be
telephoned and new parameters transmitted to the
E2PROMs in the system. This application exploits the
byte erase feature of the 2816. Only those E2 locations
containing parameters to be changed need be rewritten.

Automatic Receiver - Automatic
Transmitter
Fully automatic systems are useful when it is desirable
to eliminate the need for a human operator. Here an
auto-dial modem is used (previously discussed
automatic systems use auto-answer modems). A central
computer could be requested to call many remote units
to automatically implement program or data update in
E2 memory without human intervention.

To provide an example of one of the four configura-
tions described above, consider a manual receiver-
automatic transmitter system. Because the hardware
elements of an automatic transmitter are the same as
those of an automatic receiver, by considering one ex-
ample system, all four configurations can be described.
With the example that will be discussed, the human
operator is on the receiving end and initiates transmis-
sion by dialing the transmitter and placing a telephone
receiver in an acoustic coupler cradle. The transmitter
answers the telephone and transmits data to the receiver
which eventually is loaded into E2PROMs.

A block diagram of the receiver system is shown in
Figure 1. Three elements are of interest here: the modem
and modem interface, the receiver CPU and associated
software, and the 2816 and E2 controller.

The receiver CPU is connected to a simple modem
which converts serial binary data into acoustical tones.
The standard Bell 103 modem or equivalent provides a
host system with serial input/output data and various



status indicators (such as "carrier detect" which is ac-
tive when a remote modem carrier signal is detected).
The hardware required is minimal since a standard
modem can be readily purchased. An RS232 interface is
needed to interface 5V TTL signals from a CPU I/O
port (or serial data line) to the ± l2V RS232 compatible
signals of the modem. The rest of the downline load
operation is handled in software.

Figure 2 shows a simple modem interface. The MCl489
converts RS232 levels to TTL levels, while the MCl488
converts TTL signals to RS232. In the circuit shown,
serial data I/O lines can be passed directly to a UART
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) for
serial-parallel data conversion. Another option is to per-
form the serial-parallel conversion in software. If an
8085 processor is used, the serial I/O lines can be con-
nected to the 8085 SOD and SID ports. The software re-
quired is also simple. The receiving CPU only needs to
receive data bytes (possibly after a transmitter identifi-
cation message is received) and program the E2PROM.

Figure 3 contains a flow chart outlining the process of
receiving data. The processor first transmits an identi-
fier message, then looks for a return identification
message sent from the remote transmitter. This latter
message may consist of a sequence of binary or ASCII
data detailing the location of the transmitter, date and
time of transmission, the number of bytes to be trans-
mitted, the address in E2PROM of where data is to be
located, etc. Next, the processor receives a data byte



which may be immediately programmed into the 2816 or
saved temporarily in RAM. If serial-to-parallel data
conversion is performed by software, data received
must be saved in RAM. The 2816 cannot be pro-
grammed as each byte is received, since the processor
must devote most of its time to receiving data bits and
converting them to parallel form. However, if a UART
circuit is used to perform data conversion in hardware,
data bytes may be saved in E2 memory as soon as they
are received.

To illustrate this, assume data is transmitted at 300 baud
(300 bits per second). Assuming each character consists
of I start bit, 8 data bits, I parity bit, and I stop bit,
then there are II bits per character so a character will be
received every 36.7 msec. Between every character a
2816 byte must be erased (10 ms) and written (10 ms).
Thus we spend 20 ms out of the 36.7 ms we have avail-
able during programming, while 16.7 ms of free time is
left until the next byte is received.

The final consideration in the downline load receiver is a
2816 controller circuit. (AP102 describes several dif-
ferent controller configurations.) Controller I is conve-
nient to use here. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the
circuit, while Figure 5 contains the circuit diagram. The
read operation for the interface is identical to that for
EPROMs. To read data, CE and OE are taken low after
addresses are set up.

To write to the 2816, the host processor simply writes to
memory. The controller circuit pulls the processor
"ready" line low, stalling the CPU and stabilizing ad-
dresses and data for the 10 ms write interval while Vpp
is active. The controller makes the 2816 resemble a slow
write RAM except for the necessity of byte erase prior to
writing.

CRTLEN, OE. v••
DATA

ADDR

OE, CRTLEN

DATA
ADDR
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"6 29
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A1 33
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6. ALL CAPACITORS IN lotI.
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6. DATA 0
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8. DE CONTROL· READ
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The transmitter consists of a dedicated microcomputer
connected to an auto-answer modem which in turn is at-
tached to a telephone line. The transmit computer soft-
ware, loops, waiting for an incoming call. When a call is
received the modem is signaled to answer the telephone.
Information, in the form of data bytes, is received and
transmitted in the same fashion as is done on the receiv-
ing end. Essentially, all the base station must do is look
for a remote processor identification message, send its
own identification message, transmit data serially, and
hang up the telephone. Additional features may also be
implemented such as keeping a log of all calls received,
their origins, etc.

Figure 6 contains a block diagram of a base station
system. An 8085 proce3sor is used, with an additional
512 bytes of RAM and 4K bytes of EPROM. A modem
interface is shown, in addition to a keypad and display
for local user operation, and a real-time clock for log-
ging date and time information.

The EPROM memory contains program store and
transmit information; Le., the data that is to be
transmitted to remote processor sites. Note that the

transmit data EPROM could be replaced by an E2

device to allow for frequent changes in transmission
data without requiring the physical replacement of the
transmit data store. RAM is used to save logging infor-
mation, temporary program data, and a character input
buffer which is used to store received characters when
looking for a specific message.

The keypad/display module enables a local base station
operator to interrogate the base station and reset date or
time, access a call log, etc. The clock module is used to
keep track of current date and time. Such data may be
transmitted to remote processors, or may be used locally
as a part of the information logged pertaining to each
call received.

A modem interface is very similar to the receiver modem
circuit shown in Figure 2. Figure 7 contains a circuit
diagram of an auto-answer modem interface. The cir-
cuit provides all signals as that of Figure 2, but addi-
tionally converts the' 'Data Terminal Ready" signal and
the "Ring Indicator" signal. "Data Terminal Ready" is
provided by the host processor and tells the modem
when to answer and hang-up the phone line. "Ring In-
dicator" is active when the phone line is ringing, and is
used here to interrupt the processor.



Special Products Division Applications Engineering has
constructed a base station similar to the one described
here. It is used to transmit information to remote 2816s
for demonstration purposes. In this unit, software con-
sists of three operating modes:

• Inactive Mode is the default. The processor displays
the time of day while waiting to enter one of the two
modes described below.

• Dial-In Mode is entered whenever a call is received. A
flow chart of Dial-In Mode software is shown in
Figure 8. The processor answers the line, looks for a
remote processor identification message, and
transmits its own identification header, followed by a
text data to be loaded in E2PROM memory. The
telephone is hung up as soon as transmission is com-
pleted, and inactive mode is entered.

• Local User Mode contains software to allow a local
user to reset implemented via the local keypadl
display.

Remote software changes-that's where 2816 is key. In
this application note we've shown the costs involved in
field software changes. The 2816 can eliminate field
service and maintenance costs involved with software
and constant changes. It can do this simply and cheaply
through remote data links. Also discussed were typical
circuit diagrams and system implementation. The bot-
tom line is that 2816 can eliminate service costs in
today's microprocessor systems.
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As the proliferation of the microcomputer continues,
there will be an ever increasing requirement for local
CRT terminals in households, businesses, and offices.
This proliferation is expected to occur throughout the
world, which places a burden on the terminal designer
to accomodate a wide variety of languages, processing
speeds, and transmission protocols. Given memory
elements and tools available today, it is difficult to
achieve a cost-effective design that will deal with all
these variables. The 2816 and 2808 offer an excellent
alternative in the design of the CRT controller by allow-
ing a high degree of universality and a virtually unlim-
ited number of terminal attributes.

The E2 family offers an excellent alternative to the
system designer for use of a non-volatile Electrically
Erasable memory device. The 2816can contain both the
raw program needed by the CRT terminal to perform
basic functions, in addition to storage of the parameter
information needed for local configuration. Some of the
information that can be contained is baud rate transmis-
sion information, configuration of the terminal informa-
tion such as parity detection, reverse video, and full or
half duplex modes. 2816 or 2808s can contain these
fundamentally basic constants which can be updated in
the field by the user. This removes all of the switching
components required in the past, and adds a higher
degree of manufacturability and reliability to the termi-
nal design.

In addition, the 2816 can be used as a look-up table for
specific character fonts or graphic generation
capabilities. This allows the terminal manufacturer to
configure the font and language characteristics after
manufacture, before shipment. For example, if a
specific terminal is going to be shipped to a Far-Eastern
nation, the font characters for that typeset can be pro-
grammed into the 2816 and shipped to that particular
country. Another alternative is to allow programming
of the font characters locally at the final destination of
the terminal. The user can then program specific fonts
and characters as required.

Even greater flexibility is possible from the graphics
generation standpoint. It is simple for a user to place the
terminal into a graphics mode and generate special
graphics characters unique to the application. This can
occur through local configuration of graphic types. The
terminal could have a graphics mode, where a basic
map of the character is presented on the monitor. The
user then locates inside the graphic boundaries the nec-
essary information he wishes to display. After this spe-
cial graphics character is composed, the user simply
pushes a command key on the terminal which loads that
graphic character into E2PROM. This is an extremely
powerful application for the device because it allows
each user to fit the particular terminal to a particular
application. Scientific users can construct scientific or
calculational characters and fonts, while businesses can
configure business- or table-oriented fonts.

The block diagram of the system indicates that is used
2816 as a character generator store. The microproces-
sor used could be a high-speed 8086-2, or perhaps a 8088
microprocessor. Within the system is a 8279 keyboard
display controller, which is used to interface with a
standard terminal keyboard. In addition, we can use an
Intel 8275 or 8276 CRT controller to generate graphic
information on the face of the CRT. Also local to the
system is an E2 controller which is used to interface the
2816 to the microprocessor.

Other than the basic components within the system, we
may wish to add a serial I/O interface which will allow
remote configuring of the character~ and communica-
tion protocols. The terminal can have a serial load oper-
ation where the 2816 is updated after receiving a com-
mand character. Other than the basic components,
much of the functional operation of the terminal is de-
termine~ by software.

The 2816 adds the capability of custom graphics, user-
definable fonts and character sets, and programmable
communication protocols. All this is possible because
of the capabilities that the E2 brings to system designs.
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Remote reconfiguration capability-that design feature
can save millions of dollars in Point Of Sale Terminal
service costs. With the capability of Intel's 2816 Elec-
trically Erasable PROM, remote changes in terminal
constants are now possible-no service personnel are
necessary. How often have product codes and pricing
information needed changes? In today's economy, one
might answer "too frequently". With service costs
today of over $100 per hour, those changes can be very
expensive. The 2816 benefits users of Point of Sale
Terminals by eliminating service costs. In this applica-
tion brief the system architecture and user benefits of a
2816-based terminal will be discussed.

Point of Sale Terminals typically use look-up tables to
contain product descriptions and pricing information.
These tables require several different characteristics to
operate optimally in a point of sale environment. The
first storage attribute is non-volatility; look-up table
data must be held without power for many months or
years. Secondly, a dense storage media is required be-
cause typically many products with complex encoding
schemes are loaded into the look-up tables. Finally, a
media that can be changed relatively easily is needed
because pricing and product information changes fre-
quently. All of these necessary features have been
satisfied in the past with EPROM memory, or CMOS
RAM with battery backup.

Unfortunately, these media have drawbacks.
EPROMs, while low cost, dense, and non-volatile,
cannot be changed in the field without the use of a
service technician. CMOS and battery backup offer
more flexibility at a lower density, but can suffer relia-
bility problems if the battery and backup system aren't
properly designed. The 2816 E2PROM from Intel offers
users all the characteristics of EPROM with the flexible
advantages of battery backed up RAMs. Look-up table
data can be stored non-volatily, but can be changed
while in system. Figure I shows the block diagram for
such a system. The terminal is composed of a high-
performance microcomputer, such as the 8051. In addi-
tion, 2816 memory is used as data and as look-up table
storage. The typical I/O device structure for a terminal
also exists in the system as shown. The most important

interface indicated on the block diagram is the serial I/O
link. This datacom or telecom link provides the system
with remote reconfiguration capability. The contents of
the 2816 can be changed from a central location, with-
out need for costly human service.

The look-up table contains product description and
pricing information. Once the table has been written,
the CPU can read from it as necessary to translate
product entry codes to price information. If for some
reason the table data needs to be changed for pricing or
product updates, then the central computer simply
sends update commands and new data to the remote
POS processor. Since all remote terminals are linked
together at a central location and are in periodic com-
munication with other, such an update can occur as a
part of normal inter-processor communication.

The in-system erase capability of 2816 memory allows
the table data to be changed remotely, while preserv-
in¥ the stand alone nature of the terminals. Without
E capability, a service technician would be required to
change the table data.

In addition to containing product description and pric-
ing data, the 2816 can store special data unique to a
particular location. Ifa set of locations within the mem-
ory is set aside for reorder codes, then as a location runs
short of a particular item, the computer can automat-
ically restock it. If particular information is sensitive,
the 2816 can store encryption codes and software lock-
out mechanisms.

Another capability gained from the use ofE2 memory is
that daily totals in sales volume and product quantities
can be stored in the 2816 memory. This information can
be accessed by both the local users as well as the central
data bank.

To summarize, in the 2816-based P.O.S. terminal de-
scribed here, flexibility and greatly reduced service
costs are the key. The E2 memory contains product
information that can now be changed from a central
location without the use of very costly service person-
nel. The 2816 yields an ideal solution to data table
storage problems in frequently altered point of sale
systems.
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